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This final report of the Dynamics Explorer Inter-
face Definition Study has been generated by RCA
Astro-Electronics in response to the requirements
of National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Contract No. NAS5-25020.
The final report is submitted in two volumes com-
prising the following sections:
1.0 Introduction
2.0 Summary and Baseline Change List
3.0 Spacecraft System Design Notes
4.0 Thermal Subsystem Design Notes
5.0 Power Subsystem Design Notes
6.0 Communications Subsystem Design Notes
7.0 Plasma Wave Instrument Interface Definition
Design Notes
8.0 Structure Design Notes
9.0 Attitude Control Subsystem Design Notes
































The work performed in response to GSFC-DE -100-017-0, the work
statement for the interface definition study, is reported on (in
part) in this document. Other deliverable items identified in
the work statement are identified in Table 1.





System Specification Changes identified See Section 1.2
Changes
Specifications - Complete Released to Print
TX, Booms, SP file; Scan Plat-
form revisicao
expected
EMI Test Plan Complete Delivered under




GIS ECN Class I ECN Will be incorpor-
Generated ated upon approval
notification
MTM Test Plan Complete Released to Print
File
Instrument UNDOCS Investigator signature
cycle in process
Antenna Test Plan Complete Contained in
3.5.2-004-DN
SIC Preliminary Complete Delivered with
Test Plan SIC Proposal
Antenna B/B Delivered Testing at GSFC
initiated
The volume of material contained within this Final Report is the
compilation of the work done in response to the work statement
wherein a specific deliverable was not identified but where
design and analysis tasks were identified. Within each section,
a detailed table of cont3nts is provided, listing the design




1.2 SYSTEM SPECIFICATION CHANGES
The changes to the system specification, GSFC-DE-100-020-B,
which will be incorporated in revision C are summarized below.
	
_	 These changes, which resulted from design and analytic efforts
during the Interface Definition Study ( IDS), have been reviewed
with GSFC and agreed to during the negotiations for the space-
craft hardware contract modification.
Also included are the agreements in interpretation of the spec-
ification.	 While these agreements do not require changes in the
language of the specification, they are included in this summary
for completeness.	 The reference item numbers refer to the para-
graphs of Part 2, Book 2, Section 4.0 of the Spacecraft Hardware













In addition, the following agreements were reached on the remainder
of the interpretations.
4.1.7 Revision B of 100 -020 changed the words "maintaining" to
"detecting" such that the paragraph now reads:
"3.4.3.2.5 DE -A Horizon Sensing
The DE-A spacecraft shall contain earth horizon sensors oriented
to produce an indication of the earth to sky and sky to earth
transitions and earth chord widths as seen by the horizon sensors.
the sensors shall be capable of detecting the deviation of each
Ige of the earth crossing envelope pulse relative to a local
ertical reference direction to within + 0.2 degrees due to
ariations in mission operational orbit spin rate, sensor noise,
nd earth radiance variations. In addition, the sensors shall
e capable of being aligned with respect to the spacecraft spin
xis to within + 0.1 degrees."
.1.8 GSFC understands the interpretations. RCA has agreed to
provide data on the sun sensor masking and effects on
system capability.
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4.1.9 Revision B of 100-020 changed "maintaining" to "detecting"
such that the paragraph now reads:
"3.4.3.3.5 DE-B Horizon Sensing
	
(-	 The DE-B spacecraft shall contain earth horizon sensors oriented
to produce an indication of earth/sky horizon transition and
earth chord widths. Mechanical scanning shall be provided for
the sensors by rotating component of tho momentum wheel assembly.
The sensors shall be capable of detecting the deviation of each
edge of the earth crossing envelope pulse relative to a local
vertical direction to within + 0.2 degrees due to variations in
mission operational orbit, mechanical rotational characteristics
	
4	
of the MWA, sensor . ,ioise, and earth radiation variations. In
addition, the horizon sensors shall be capable of being aligned
	
t _	 with respect to spacecraft spin axis to within + 0.1 degree."
With respect to attitude determination accuracy, working meetings
have been held with RCA, CSC and GSFC personnel in attendance.
There has been a basic concurrence from CSC with RCA's position
on the performance characteristics of the proposed sensors (REF:
W. Fuldner to R. deBastos, Trip Report DE file 1.9.1-056 dated
Oct. 2, 1978).
4.1.10 Same comment as 4.1.8.
4.1.14 Revision B of 100-020 changed the wording of Paragraph
3.4.5.6.6 from "n x 8 (n = integer 8)" to "n x 8 (in
less than or equal to integer 8)". The paragraph now
reads:
"3.4.5.6.6 Digital Words Format
Digital telemetry words of n x 8 (n less than or equal to integer
8) bit length which are assembled into the serial telemetry out-
put of the spacecraft shall be provided."
4.1.15 The oscillator stability requirement was agreed to be
"one part in 10 5 not including the initial frequency
offset". Paragraph 3.4.5.6.8 of GSFC-DE-100-020 will
be changed to reflect these words.
4.1.17 RCA submitted the following substitution for the 4.1.17
interpretation:
"4.1.17 DE-A Operational Requirements (Specification paragraph
3.4.6.2)
The proposed system, in conjunction with incorporation of the 70-
rpm third state spin rate, demands that the DE -A S-band antenna
be erected under internal spacecraft control subsequent to the
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interstage adapter and prior to the 70 -rpm spin-up maneuver.
This results in the following antenna coverage:
to	 At apogee and at perigee, the link performance will be as in
the link tables regardless of the Z-&xis orientation. When
not at apogee or perigee, link performance will be degraded
by an amount which depends on the orientation of the Z-axis.
The worst-case will occur when the Z-axis lies in the orbit
plane. In this case, approximately 758 of the orbit period
f	 will be available for commanding, 608 for ranging, and 508
for HEW telemetry. The contact time will be centered near
apogee. There also will be a brief contact interval (approx-
imately 2 minutes) near perigee.
As the precession maneuver moves the spin axis from the orbit
plane to the operational orientation, the coverage capability
increases until the operational capability as shown in the
proposal is achieved.
RCA interprets the specification requirements to allow for the
partial coverage during the turnaround maneuver as noted above
to be acceptable."
t	 This interpretation was acceptable to GSFC.
4.1.18 RCA understands that the test referenced will be done
at GSFC, and that the Building 11 Sigma 5 computer will
be used and is compatible with the software. The OCC
may or may not be used.
4.1.20 RCA has agreed that the interpretation as contained in
the proposal be modified to read:
y	 "4.1.20 Magnetic Field (Specification Paragraph 4.2.7)
This specification invoked a measurement of magnetic signatures
under worst case switching conditions. This measurement may be
made while the spacecraft is illuminated and spun in the GFE
facility."
{_.	 4.1.24 RCA and GSFC agreed that the booms would not be extended
in thermal-vacuum, but the instruments and booms are to





4.2.6 (Rev. B of DE-100-020 changed wording)
4.2.7 (Rev. B of DE-100-020 changed wording)
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The following agreements were reached on the remaining exceptions:
4.2.1 RCA accepted the specification requirements of Paragraph
3.1.7 which requires internal operating equipment mounting
surface temperatures to be maintained within the limits
of 0 0 to 25°C for both spacecraft.
4.2.2 With respect to specification paragraph 3.4.2.4(b), the
same comment as that of 4.2.1 applies.
4.2.3 GSFC agreed with the proposed C/4 charge rate. Paragraph
3.4.4.2.2 will be changed accordingly by GSFC.
4.3 EXCEPTIONS






With respect to the remaining exceptions, the following agreements
were reached:
4.4(e) RCA agrees that the GSFC Reliability and Quality Engineer
will sign off on the Standard Repair MRB. This will be
accomplished via the submittal to GSFC, for approval, of
Standard Repair MRB.
4.3.1 GSFC agreed to change Paragraph 3.1.3.2.1 to specify a
DE-B minimum duty cycle of 16 percent, with a design goal
of 19 percent. RCA will present at the Spacecraft CDR or
earlier a total definitized plan which shows how we will
meet the specification requirement.
4.3.2 RCA accepted the specification requirements of 0° to 25°C.




Subsequent to the proposal, RCA submitted a- exception to the
70-dB requirement of Paragraph 3.4.6.1.1. tt was agreed that
this sentence would be deleted from that paragraph.
At the negotiations, RCA pointed out that the battery tempera-
ture requirements of Paragraph 3.4.4.2.6 were inconsistent with
the spacecraft thermal operation of 0 0 to 25°C. Accordingly,
RCA requested that Paragraph 3.4.4.2.6 be modified. On October
18, 1978, RCA and GSFC agreed that the last sentence of Paragraph
3.4.4.2.6 be changed to read: "The batteries shall be maintained
in flight between 0 0 and 25°C, with occasional excursions to 300C."
Several agreements were reached with respect to revised paragraphs
in RCA specification PS-2295108. These agreements also required




The changes to the above paragraphs are as follows:
Para. 4.2.7 Change the last sentence to read: "Spacecraft
magnetic signature under worst case switching
conditions shall be measured to determine if the
DE spacecraft magnetic goals are achieved."
Para. 5.3.3.5(b) Change to read: "Operation of the spacecraft
in the launch mode throughout pumpdowns includ-
ing monitoring for electrical discharge."
Para. 5.3.3.5(f) Add the words "and levels" between "test con-
figuration" and "as required."
Para. 5.3.3.6 Change the third sentence to read: "Cinder these
conditions, a simulation of all instruments
operating in concert shall be accomplished."
Subsequent RCA-NASA agreements were reached which provided the
following changes:
Add a new Paragraph 3.6.2.3 as follows:
"3.6.2.3 Software and Instrument Test Sr,pport
Contractor shall participate in the development of the I&T
software systems, its applications programs, and its test pro-
cedures. As a result of this participation, the contractor
shall develop the capability to perform and evaluate routine
tests (EPETS) of the instrument complement as well as adapt




shall develop, perform, and evaluate all system level test pro-
cedures and shall have a depth of knowledge sufficient to allow
reliable fault isolation to a component or instrument level."
Para. 3.4.6.5.1(b)2
In Para. 3.4.6.5.1(b)2, change "+ 45 degrees" to "+ 44 degrees".














SUMMARY AND BASELINE CHANGE LIST
As indicated by the list of deliverables and by the topics ad-
dressed in the design notes, the Interface Definition Study (IDS)
effort was directed primarily toward refining the detail knowledge
of the system design, especially as it affects the interfaces of
the spacecraft with the instrument complement.
Significant effort was spent in attempting to accommodate all
of the instrument field-of-view requirements to establish instru-
ment placement within the spacecraft and in establishing the
system thermal design to provide a viable thermal environment for
the instruments. The system performance was enhanced with the
change to higher efficiency solar cells. In the area of communi-
cations, additional supportive analyses were performed and brass-
board models of the three antennas tn be used on the spacecraft
were fabricated and delivered to GSFC to permit timely antenna
testing. Detailed analyses of the elements of the Attitude Control
System were performed, and the results were incorporated in a com-
bined analysis with CSC (Computer Sciences Corp.) to assess the
overall attitude determination performance which can be provided
for the mission science. These analyses are continuing beyond the
completion of the IDS.
I	 The results of the work done to date have resulted in the following
list of design tradeoffs and system changes which are yet to be
performed.
1. Scan Platform Design Approach
A change from the proposed stepper motor and bearing assembly
to a bearing and motor assembly similar to the MWA enhances
the mechanical design. The effects of such a change to the
electrical performance are presently under evaluation.
2. MWA Mirror Angle
Change from the baseline to a single scan angle of 50° simpli-
fies the equipment design and offers improvements in attitude
determination accuracy.
3. Solar Cell Cover Glass Thickness
Departure from the baseline 60-mil glass offers a weight
advantage. The alternate glass thickness must yet be cor-
related with the program radiation policy.
2-1
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4. S-Band Power Amplifier
Evaluation of the impact to system performance by the addition
of a 10-watt power amplifier has yet to be performed.
fi	
5. Dual Crystal Oscillator
`-	 The assessment of the impact to make the crystal oscillator
redundant has yet to be performed.
6. Dual Microprocessor
Same status as item 5. (Note that these two items are closely
interrelated.)
7. Two-,Bit Rate Command Link
The assessment of impact to utilize the two-command-rate feature
of the transponder has yet to be performed.
B. Two-Speed Playback Rate
Same as item 7.
9. EMI Fixes
The impact to the hardware will be assessed for the major
fixes to the system design when the "fix list" is specified.
10. Delta Interface
The system design has been modified to eliminate the requirement
to impart system momentum to the DE-B spacecraft by rolling
the second stage in favor of starting the momentum wheel from
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F The proposed acquisition sequence is based on the assumption that
the spacecraft core spin axis inertia is 50 slug ft 2 , the wire
tip masses are 4.5 grams each, and the experiment booms are 9 in.
diameter Astromasts.	 Variations of these parameters will affect
the numbers presented, but the basic sequence of events should-not
^
f change.
In the following discussion, recall that minimum wire tension
Ioccurs at the tip and maximum tension at the base.
Sequence of Events
(1) Separate from the launch vehicle with a 40 rpm spin rate.'
This rate is the minimum achievable and was chosen in order
to minimize the time required for the precession maneuver
(event 3).	 This results in quicker acquisition of a favor-
able thermal environment, antenna coverage of earth through-
out the orbit, and complete attitude determination through-
out the orbit.
(2) Deploy the S-band antenna.	 The timing of this event is not
firm and it may occur prior to separation.
(3) Magnetically precess the spacecraft angular momentum vector
to the orbit normal.
(4) Blow off all instrument covers. 	 This event will occur at or
shortly before the end of the precession maneuver.	 The tim-
ing provides in excess of 10 days for outgassing before the
instruments are exposed.
(5) Deploy the first 45 meters of the PWI wire antennas.	 This
` will approximately double the spin-axis moment of inertia and
drop the spin rate to 19.6 rpm. 	 The maximum wire tension
I during this phase of deployment will be 517 grams, occurring
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wire tension will exceed 17 grams for deployed lengths
greater than 1.5 meters.
(6) Spin-up to 25 rpm.
(7) Deploy the first three meters of the experiment booms. Tli.9
spin rate will drop to 10.3 rpm. A maximum boom tension
load of approximately 12 lb will occur during this phase of
deployment.
(8) Spin-up to 20 rpm. The tension at the base of the boom will
rise to 26 lb.
(9) Complete experiment boom deployment. A spin rate of 10.5 rpm
results.
(10) Spin up to 19 rpm. This represents slightly loss than the
final momentum. The experiment booms will experience tension
loads of 36 lb (the greatest load applied during the acquisi-
tion sequence).
(11) Complete wire antenna deployment. The peak wire tension load
will be 624 grams and will be experienced at approximately 74
meters of deployed length. This represents the greatest ten -
aion experienced :,1 the -- es  
The spin rate will be reduced to 9.6 rpm.
1,I
(12) Spin up to 10 rpm. The final spin-up is performed after wire
deployment to avoid possible overshoot.
(13) Deploy the spin axis tubular antennas. This event is scheduled
last to minimize potential destabilizing effects.
The following table compares various requirements with the perfor-
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This design note describes the operation of the nadir generator as it
presently exists and provides a detailed error analysis ofit. Reference
(1) and (2) present the recently identified desires of the SAI instrument
for accuracies of the nadir pulse generator to permit the present
configuration of the instrument to obtain global auroral images. Table
I summarizes the present spacecraft capabilities for nadir generation and
Table II compares system performance with the SAI requirements.
do..
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
When mounted on the spacecraft (S/C), the optical axis of the body
mounted horizon sensor (BMHS) will nominally lie in a plane which is
normal to the X-Y plane of the S/C and 8 degrees away from the +Y
axis as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, i? it could be determined when the
sensor optical axis passes through the nadir plane, it is known that
S/C +Y axis would pass through nadir To seconds later, where Tq = go/w
and w  is the S/C body rate. Since it is not known in "real time" wheN
the BMHS actually crosses nadir, but only when it makes sky-earth and




seconds from the BMHS sky-earth transition or as
To +
as a lag of	 To - ? seconds from the BMHS earth-sky transi-
tion, where t is the earth crossing time of the sensor. The former
technique is the one used in the hardware implementation of the nadir
generator.
In the implementation of the nadir pulse generator, two time counts
are initiated as the BMHS makes a sky-earth transition (see Figure 2).
The first (waveform B in Figure 2), which is driven by a 1024 Hz clock,
counts the sensor earth crossing time, te; the second (waveform C in Figure
2), driven by the S/C body clock, produces a count at each degree of body
rotation. The earth time counter continues to count until the BMHS has
an earth-sky transition, and holds its count, corresponding to te, until
the body counter reaches a count of Ga. At this point the spacecraft
+Y axis is nominally directed toward the sky-earth transition as shown
in Figure 2. The to counter then counts down, driven by a 2048 Hz clock,
reaching zero when the spacecraft +Y is along nadir. At this point, the
nadir reference pulse (waveform D of Figure 2) is generated.
The accuracy of the nadir pulse so generated is a function of the
altitude and rotation rate of the spacecraft. Table 1 provides the
4	
error summary for the case of the S/C rotating at 10 rpm. As seen in
!	 the table, the error contributors are distributed into three categories








Nadir Pulse Errors at a 10 rpm Spin Rate
Error Source
Worst case RSS Error
I.	 Random Errors
Earth Time Threshold Jitter 0.164
Spin Period Threshold Jitter 0.146
Earth Time Clock Resolution 0.0879
Spin Period Clock Resolution 0.052
*RSSI 0.271
II.	 Secular Errors
Earth Time Sample Rate
	
-	 Ah -0.0035
Spin Period Sample Rate - 	 Ah 0.030
Earth Time Sample Rate
	 -	 AO -.0070
Spin Period Sample Rate - 	 A^ +.060
Direct Sum 0.083




Sensor Azimuth Alignment 0.1
Dynamic Lag Calibration Uncertainty 0.2
**RSS2 0.325
Error Summation +1.18 +0.68
*RSS I = 4(0.164) 2 + (0.146) 2	+ J
.
 5 (0.087912
 + [0.5 (0.052) = 0.283
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e	 Random Errors -
	 Random errors in nadir reference generation are
produced
	y noise on the BMHS signal and the resolution of the
various clocks.
1)	 BMHS Noise (Threshold Jitter) - Body horizon sensor noise produces
Jitter in the sky-earth and earth-sky edges of the earth envelope
pulse (Figure 2, waveform A), therein inducing errors in both
.he spin period measurement which is used to control the body clock
and the earth time measurement,
	 Earth time measurements are
affected by threshold Jitter on both the slur-earth and earth-sky
6 . transitions.	 However, due to the nature of the generation scheme,
the largest error in the nadir pulse location  due to threshold Jitter 
on thet^ measurement is the same as the largest error for a single
threshol .	 The worst case threshold error, equal for both sky-4
earth and earth-sky transitions, is a function of the sensor noise
level and the rate of SIC rotation.	 Ala 	 10 rpm body rate, the worst-
case threshold Jitter amounts to 0.164
	 (at perigee), based upon the
specified worst case 6:1 threshold to zero-to-peak noise ratio
(See attachment ( 1) for noise calculations).
1	 . Referriry to the 30 August memo ( Reference	 2), page 3, under the heading
"comments":	 ^CA concurs that the earth horizon sensors should ue able
to determine the earth horizon to within +0.2".	 This was substantiated
by the calculations presented to Iowa on T August durin 	 my visit there
when the scan to scan j i tter calculations (attachment 11 were presented
which identified the scan to scan worst case Jitter. due primarily
to threshold to noise considerations, as +0.1520 at apogee and +0.1640
at perigee.
	 As was noted at the time of the discussions, the sW&pe of the
distribution was not known and we recommended not treating the number
as "n sigma" value.
	
Subsequent to the discussions we verified that the
analytic model did not utilize a
	
simplifed "step input" horizon, but
did convolve the sensor field of view with a representative analytic model
of the CO2 horizon.	 The horizon model was extracted from "The Analysis
of 15 micron Infrared Horizon Radiance Profile variations over a range
of Meteorological, Geographical, and Seasonal Conditions". NASA CR-125.
April.	 1967.
{
! Additional investigations to date as to the nature of the distribution
of the errors has indicated that they result primarily from thermal
i
noise, which is assumed to have a gaussian distribution, and 1 noise.
which does not.	 Since the horizon sensor is AC coupled, the f
contribution of the 
I 
noise will probably be small compared to the thermal-
noise and a gaussian distribution may be assumed. 	 No empirical information
is available to adequately characterize the noise and Jitter distributions.
The numbers used in the Jitter analysis represent a worst case threshold
to noise value.
	 Thus, extrapolation back to a one sigma value, while
probably a reasonable "guess", can only be done at ones own risk.
2.2.4401 -ON
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Spin period measurements are affected b the jitter on successive
sky-earth transition thresholds. At 10 rpm, this amounts to a worst
case error of 0.328 degrees ( at perigee) per S/C rotation. However,
the contributing error to the nadir reference pulse is 00/360 times
the error fcr an entire revolution. For this analysis, a value of
160 degrees was employed for 00. This value is based upon the sensor's
current design location on the-S/C and certain calibration considerations.
2) Clock Resolution - There are essentially four clocks that are used
in generating the S/C nadir reference pulse. These are the 1024 Hz
and 2048 Hz clocks associated with the earth time up-down counter, --
the 131,072/360 Hz clock used to measure the S/C spin period and
control the body clock, and the body clock which emits a pulse for
every degree of S/C rotation.
Resolution errors in the earth time measurement are incurred at the sky-
earth and earth -sky
 transition, i.e., at the start and end of the count
up, and at the start of the double frequency count down (circled points
Figure 2, waveform B). Since the counter contains an integral count
after the sensor has crossed the earth, there is no resolution error
at the end of the count down. At the 10 rpm body rate, the 1024 Hz clock
has a resolution of 0.0586 deg/count, and the 2048 Hz clock has a
resolution of 0.0293 deg/count.
Resolution errors in the spin period measurement are incurred at tt*
start and the end of each count. At the 10 rpm body rate, the 364.1
Hz clock has a resolution of 0.165 dee/count. resulting in an error
of 0.117 degree per S/C revolution. Again, this must be multiplied
by the factor 00/360 to obtain the error in the nadir reference pulse.
In the nadir generator, the body clock is used to determine when the
S/C has rotated 0o degrees after the BMS has a sky-earth transition.
Since the body clock, which has a one degree resolution, is synchronized
to the sky-earth transition threshold and since 00
 is an integral number
of degrees (160), it contributes no resolution error to the nadir
reference pulse. It will contribute an error, however, in the phase
shifted reference pulses supplied to the instruments as discusred
below.
Assessment of the error introduced by the digital precision of the nadir
generator has indicated the following:
Reference clock used
	 Worst case error at 10.000 rpm
131 kHz




512 kHz	 0.04130 (upper limit allowable





Note that the worst case error is a linearly increasing function through-
out one rotation of the spacecraft with the worst case error occurring
at the 3590 nadir pulse.
r.
•	 Secular Errors - Errors in both earth type measurements and spin
per^measure.znts are produced as a result of S/C altitude changes
and body rate chanyas, dnd also when there is a roll rate on the
SIC.	 The errors are not random in nature, but rather add alger-
braically.
1.	 Altitude Change - Altitude change, as the S/C proceeds around in
orbit, produces errors in the earth time and spin period measurements
which are partially self compensating. 	 The effect is best understood
by considering a specific case as that of increasing altitude shown
in Figure 3.	 Referring to Figure 3a, the BMHS makes a sky-earth
T transition at S/E and an earth-sky transition at E/S.	 The E/S
point is moved into the smaller, dotted circle (earth) since the
j earth appears slightly smaller at the higher altitude achieved
during the crossing.	 The earth time count will then be the time
required for the sensor field-of-view (fov) to pass between these
i two points.	 Since the double frequency count down is initiated
go/wB seconds after the sensor sky-earth crossing, when spacecraft
+Y is directed in space towards S/E, the nadir pulse (NA) will
! occur at a point which is short of she true nadir (NT).
For the spin period measurement, a count will begin when the sensor
makes a sky-earth transition (S/E	 in Figure 3b) and end on the
following sky-earth transition (S/E2).	 Since the earth has
appeared to shrink in the time interval between the two transitions,
i the spin period count will be slightly larger than the actual
spin period.	 Thus when the body clock counts the go degrees
after the sky-earth transition, the S/C will have rotated through
an angle greater than go which will tend to delay the start of
the double frequenc. • to count down and shift the nadir pulse toward
earth-sky (NA toward NT in	 Figure 3a).
Thus it 'is seer. that the earth time and spin period counts-do
partially compensate for one another when the S/C altitude is
increasing.	 The effects are simply reversed when altitude decreases,
with the errors again partially compensating.
The systematic rate of change of the scanned earth, as a function of
_
Q! the DE-A spacecraft altitude is addressed in the computer generated
plots 1, 2, and 3. 	 (Attachment 3).	 These three plots display
theta, the true anomoly angle, satellite height above a mean earth
radius, and del 2 beta, the change in total scanned angle of the
earth all as a function of time.	 Plot 1 includes the first 60
minutes from perigee, plot 2 includes the time during which the space-
craft is above are altitude and plot 3 includes the last 60 minutes
concluding at perigee.	 A complete listing of the data plotted, in
six second increments, around the entire orbit is available should
more precise information be required. 	 Note that in plot 2, the




small changes scan-to-scan such that it is believed this systematic
change will not result in significant nadir contamination of SAI
pixel registration. 	 Since the change is systematic and predictable,
it does lend itself to correction by ground data processing.
F
2.	 S/C Roll Rate - The error induced in the nadir pulse location
by a roll rate on the S/C is strictly analagous to that caused
by a change in altitude.
	 If the roll rate is such as to cause the
BMHS to view smaller cross sections of the earth, as shown in
Figure 4, the earth time and spin period measurements will be in
error in the same sense as in the case of increasing altitude
discussed above.
	 Roll rates are negligably small throughout the
orbit due to the "stiffness" of the DE-A spacecraft.
3.	 S/C Body Motion
The referenced 30 August memo also addresses the rotation rate and
the stability thereof.	 The details of the operation of the nadir
generator, including the constraints imposed by the physical
positioning of the body horizon sensor relative to the reference
nadir azimuth (the +y axis fo the DE-A spacecraft)	 result in a
modification to the rotation rate requirement as stated to be over
_ a nine second period rather than twelve seconds.
	
This occurs because
the nadir generating reference clock is updated one half rotation
later rather than the assumed full rotation later. 	 The approach
taken to the calculation of worst case angular displacement is correct,
however, the resulting peak displacement, assuming a
	
worst case
reinforc8ment of the motion from one eclipse exit to the following
is 0.165 .	 (The calculation resulting in this value is shown
in attachment 2).	 Attachment 4 graphically depicts the variations
in true body rate for the disturbances imparted to the spacecraft.
The upper curve shows the 41 second oscillation (solid curve) super-
imposed on the exponential spin rate decay (time constant of 55 sec-
onds) with the worst case AC motion assuming the re-inforcement from
one orbit to the next shown as the dotted curve.
The same motion, excluding the exponential decay is shown in the
center curve,	 both for the expected and the worst case reinforced.
Finally, the third curve shows the aerodynamic disturbance which
M
builds up and decays in the vicinity of perigee.
	
This disturbance,
r which has a period equal to the body rotation period is shown for
about the 215 km perigee and the 190 km perigee conditions.	 As this
disturbance both appears and disappears well below the 1 Re altitude
noted in the referenced 30 August memo, it is believed that its
i




•	 Sensor Bias Errors - There are several error sources associated
with the BMHS whicE contribute to the uncertainty of the nadir
reference pulse.
	 These sources produce a bias shift in the earth
pulse (Figure 2, waveform A) and hence produce a phase shift in the
nadir pulse.
E 1.	 Threshold Drift - The BMHS on DE is an a.c. coupled sensor
which employs independent thresholding of both the leading
and trailing earth crossing pulses.
	 The threshold circuits
employed have a +1.5% drift tolerance over time and tempera- 	 —^
ture which results in a worst case drift per edge of ±0.036
degree at 10 rpm in the nadir pulse.
2.	 Horizon Variation - Variations in both the shape and peak
magnitude of the CO2 horizon (the BMHS is sensitive to
radiation in the 16-16 micron, CO2 spectral interval) radiance
profiles will vary the location of the sky-earth-and earth-
sky threshold points.
	
The radiance (peak magnitude) errors
are a function of the rotation rate of the sensor while the
shape changes produce shifts which are primarily a function
of altitude.	 The evaluation of these effects is based
upon in-house computer simulations.
3. Earth's Oblateness - The bulge in the earth near the equator
produces a shift in the earth transition pulse which is a
function of the altitude of the S/C and the latitude of the
nadir. The induced error is worst when the S/C passes
through perigee. This parameter was used to obtain the
results shown in Table I.
4. Sensor Azimuth Alignment - The azimuthal misalignment of the
sensor produces a direct, one-to-one error in the nadir pulse
as it represents a shift in the true value of go. The BMHS
performance spec specifies that the optical axis of the
sensor be aligned to within +0.1 degree.
5. Dynamic Lag Calibration Uncertainty - Due to the sensor
dynamic response time and the earth's limb radiance
phenomenon, there is a bias that exists between the earth
envelope pulse and the true earth. Current procedures can






accuracy, Letter dated July 21, 1978 from
j. haven to K. Fellerman.
(2) Updated Requirements for Nadir Generator, Letter
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Spacecraft Launch Configuration and Initialization
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The launch scenario for the stacked spacecraft and the sub-
sequent orientation and initialization maneuvers take maximum
advantage of the capabilities of the system design while
minimizing the interfaces with the launch vehicle. The flow
of activities from liftoff until the completion of the 30-day
initialization maneuvers is shown in Figure 1.
2.0 DEPLOYMENT OF DE-B
The assembled stack, third stage, and second tag•e may require
orientation to achieve a favorable sun angle during the coast
phase between the first and second burns cf the second stage.
This is a departure from the normal Delta procedure of immedi-
ately orienting to the second burn orientation after SECO-1.
Such maneuvering may be required as the forward facing end of
the DE-B Spacecraft on the top of the stack is the same end
which contains the thermal louvers. The thermal design of
DE-B will not tolerate extended periods of direct solar input
to this surface. The maneuvering required is an analysis task
to be performed in conjunction with the Delta Office during the
course of the program.
2.1 Yaw Orientation
Subsequent to the second burn of the second stage, the complete
stack, under the control of the second stage guidance system,
executes a yaw maneuver in excess of 75 degrees from the orbit
plane, bringing the -Z axis to within 15 degrees of the positive
orbit normal. This maneuver serves to establish the DE-B
Spacecraft in nearly the desired orientation for the mission.
The actual angle selected will be defined as a result of an
analysis performed in conjunction with the
Delta Office under two primary constraints, namely:
1. The spacecraft must be oriented sufficiently close to
the mission mode to permit the wheel horizon sensors
to scan the earth during the entire orbit.
2. A satisfactory forward velocity component can be
maintained resulting from the separation spring action
to achieve adequate and safe separation spacing between
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2.2 DE-B Angular Momentum Establishment
In the interval between SECO-2 and the completion of the 75
degree yaw maneuver, the momentum wheel will be turned on
in response to an electrical interface with the second stage
sequencer. Reacting against the attitude control .system of
the second stage, the wheel will be rotated to 750.rpm,
resulting in the establishment of approximately 500 in-lb-sec
of momentum within the momentum wheel. Thus at separation,
the DE-B spacecraft will possess the nominal system momentum




Subsequent to deployment, the 30-day initialization period
incorporates the following activities: The momentum wheel
is commanded into pitch capture orienting the body of the
spacecraft at 1 rpo. The remainder of the precession maneuverT	 is completed using the attitude control torquers, aligning
the -Z axis with the positive orbit normal. The system
momentum is then "trimmed" to the nominal 500 in-lb-sec using
the momentum torquer. Note that on the DE-B spacecraft, mom-
entum torquing must be performed while in the 1-rpo state,
as there is no sensor available to define commutation conditions
as is done on the DE-A via the BHS.
During the time that the precession maneuver is completed
and the momentum is augmented to the nominal system value,
the spacecraft outgassing is completed and all "blow off"
covers are ejected. All such ordnance-activat>_,d deployables
will be ejected prior to the start of boom deployment. Also
during this time, residual nutation will be removed by means
of the fluid damper.
During the following deployments, the pitch control subsystem
is operated in the "open loop" mode to avoid the potential
for dynamic interactions between the erectables and the momen-
tum wheel. One pair of the VEF 11-meter antennas in the X-Y
plane is then deployed, followed by the second pair of X-Y
plane VEF antennas. Next, the magnetometer boom is deployed.
Completion of the deployment of this mechanism generates the
inertial cross product required by the system to perform Active
nutation damping. Thus, upon completion of the deployment,




The Z-axis 11-meter VEF antennas are deployed, followed by
the erection of the LAPI magnetometer mast and the uncaging
of the scan platform. Upon completion, the DE-B spacecraft
is in the fully operational mission state.
2.4 Preparation for Third Staae Burn
Referring to Figure 1, subsequent to the deployment of thef	 DE-B spacecraft, a return yaw maneuver is initiated on the
of	 remainder of the stack. This maneuver is interrupted to
permit the deployment of the interstage adapter. Upon com- _,
pletion, maneuvering is re-initiated until the assembly is in
the desired orientation for the third stage burn. The deploy-
ment of the 1828 adapter (interstage adapter) is sensed by
the DE-A C&DH system to initiate erection of the DE-A S-band
antenna. The third stage spin table is activated, achieving
1	 the planned 70-rpm rate. This rate has been selected to
optimize the amount of time required, within the.allowable
range of 70 to 120 rpm to precess the spacecraft to the mission
orientation, and also to optimize the accelerations imparted
to the deployed antenna while still achieving the science
driven obrit dispersions.
2.5 DE-A Precession Constraints
The primary concern of quickly accomplishing the precession
maneuver is to mininize the time during which the spacecraft
is oriented unfavorably for thermal system performance. Until
the spin axis of DE-A is nearly aligned with the orbit normal,
there are significant periods of time in each orbit where
the thermal louvers on the anti-sun end of the spacecraft are
not viewing the cold space sink but are viewing the earth
instead. The system then has reduced capability to expel
heat. Similarly, the BHS will not view the earth for signi-
ficant portions of the obrit, and, in like manner, the
pattern of the S-band antenna will not be favorable for
portions of the orbit.
2.6 DE-A S-Band Antenna Considerations
At apogee and at perigee, the link performance will be as in
the link tables (see 3.5.2-001-DN "DE -A and DE-B Link
Analysis") regardless of the Z-axis orientation. When not
at apogee or perigee, link performance will be degraded by
an amount which depends on the orientation of the Z-axis.
The worst-case will occur when the Z -axis lies in the orbit
plane. In this case, approximately 75% of the orbit period
will be available for commanding, 60% for ranging, and
50% for HEW telemetry. The contact time will be centered
near apogee. There also will be a brief contact interval




As the precession maneuver moves the spin axis from the
orbit plane to the operational orientation, the coverage
capability increases until the operational capability as
shown in the proposal is achieved.
t_ a
2.7 Initialization of the DE-A Spacecraft
As noted above, the first maneuver performed subsequent to
the third stage separation is the precession to align the spin
axis to the orbit normal. While the total time from separa-
tion to mission configuration achievement is approximately
the same for the total range of third stage spin rates, the
percentages of this time allocated to precession and to mom-
entum adjustment vary greatly. As was the case in DE -B,
the outgassing of the spacecraft and the ejection of all blow-
off covers will be achieved prior to the initiation of any
i	 deployables other than the S-band antenna.
The wire antennas are partially deployed (approximately-60
meters), thus reducing the body spin rate. The body rate
is then approximately 25 rpm.
The PWI loop antenna is then uncaged, and the two instrument
booms are partially deployed to approximately 4 meters result-
ing in a reduction in the body spin rate to approximately 11.7 rpm
The body rate is increased to 14 rpm by the addition of
system momentum. tote that the addition of momentum to the
system requires co:.anutation of the momentum coils under control
of the BHS which in turn, requires the spin axis to be aligned
closely to the orbit normal. The 6 meter instrument booms
are then deployed to their full length, followed by another
augmentation of system momentum until the body rate is
approximately 17 rpm. The deployment of the wire antennas
to their full 100-meter length is then completed, with the
body rate at the completion approximately 9.9 rpm. The mom-
entum is then trimmed to the desired 10 rpm. The strategy of
targeting the spin rate as Slightly under 10 rpm at the comple-
tion of the wire antenna deployment is based on minimizing
the amount of time taken in adding momentum to the system
throughout the process. Upon completion of this maneuver,
the 3-meter Z-axis antennas are deployed, and the DE-A
spacecraft is in the operational mission condition. Assuming
nominal unregulated bus voltages, which are the power source
for the magnetic torquers, the total torquing and deployment
tasks will be accomplished within the 30-day initialization
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This design note addresses the effects on solar array output voltage and
current resulting from the addition of bypass diodes to the solar cells of
the solar array. Included in the evaluation presented are some alternative
considerations to solar cell layouts and the complexities involved for the
two different solar arrays for DE-A and DE-B. Also addressed is the proposed
implementation technique for the installation of the diodes to minimize the
impact on present solar array fabrication techniques.
BACKGROUND
To assess the performance of the solar array and the need for bypass diodes,
the following discussion is presented. Consider a series connected string
of five solar cells as shown in Figure 1-a. As shown, each cell has a bypass
diode in parallel with the cell. In the event one of the series cells is
shadowed, the current generated by the remaining series cells can continue
to flow via the diode of the shadowed cell, thus permitting continued energy
generation in the presence of localized shadows to some cells in the string.
While permitting the continued generation of current under shadowed condi-
tions, there is a resulting decrease in the output voltage of the string
shown schematically in Figure 1-b. In the unshadowed condition the output
voltage is 5 x 0.4 volts/cell = 2.0 volts. When the shadow occurs, there
is one less cell generating voltage and an additional drop of approximately
0.8 volts across the conducting diode. Thus, for every series cell that is
shadowed, assuming a diode around each cell, the loss in output voltage is
0.4 +0.8 = 1.2 volts. For the five cell series string of Figure 1, with
one cell shadowed, the output reduces to 0.8 volts. Consider four series
strings of "n" series cells, which are in turn connected in parallel to form
an array as indicated in Figure 2. The solid line curves represent
the normal (unshadowed) performance of each string afid of the composite
array. If a cell in string one is shadowed, the curve shape is the same
except for the dotted portion as shown for string one, and its resulting im-
part to the composite array. In Figure 2, the load line of the shunt
limiter is superimposed, and is shown intersecting the maximum power point
on the solar array, the normal design practice when shadowing is not con-
sidered. With the effects of shadowing, however, as can be seen in Figure
2, the voltage reductions experienced when bypass diodes are employed result
in significant movements of the operating point of the array output voltage
(addressed below under discussion). For this reason, overdesign of the solar
array can be considered by adding additional series cells to each string
and intentionally establishing the shunt limiter at a non-optimum power
point on the array curve. By so doing, the area of variation of the curve
due to shadowing of any of the individual string cells is moved above the
normal operating point on the array curve. This technique results in
decreased array efficiency in that more solar cells are being flown than
ordinarily required without shadowing, and adds additional constraints to
	








































Considering now the DE solar array, the basic operating curve for which
is shown in Figure 3, with V
	 the open circuit voltage of the normal
array and I the instantaneffil short circuit current for the existing
sun angle &AS hat orientation dictating how many of the available series
strings are illuminated. If the spacecraft load requires a total current
out of the solar array of I 1 , the shunt limiter is actuated and the
excess current from the army I -I 1 , is diverted to the shunt limiter,
and the operating point of the k9laP array is at node "A". If a shadow " •
is now experienced, leading to the dotted performance curve of the array,
the operating point on the array moves to node "D", with a change in
current in the shunt limiter of II
	
Note that this will result in
a rapid change in shunt current bbi relatively little variation in solar array
voltage. Conversely, consider the condition when the spacecraft-demanded
load is approximately I and a shadow occurs. Under the conditions prior
to shadowing, the operating point is still node "A" but under these condi-
tions, no current is flowing in the shunt. When the shadow occurs, the
t	 array seeks a new operating point, namely node "C" where it can again supply
the demanded current I L2 , and a voltage variation of Vsh-Vc is experienced.
i
+	 If the geometry of the solar array precludes a solar cell layout which, in
conjunction with the variations in array operating temperatures, precludes
the addition cf sufficient cells to "overdesign" the array (curve of V
of Figure 3) such that the shadow variations occur above the shunt limligr
operating point, two alternatives are available.
1. To minimize the voltage noise for instrument operation when
.shadowing will occur, operate the system either with a light
enough load so that the voltage variations are minimized
by having the shadow-induced operating changes not be signi-
ficant enough to exit from shunt limiter operation; or,
alternately,
2. Load the system sufficiently to get to a sufficiently low
operating point on the array curve to be below shadow
voltage variations.
If the prime noise concern is the current variations in the shunt limiter,
then the first solution, even with the bypass diodes is less favorable
than the second.
DE-A Side Panel Array Layout
Present predictions of operating temperatures for the ^,ide panels of the
DE-A solar array indicate a requirement for 86 series solar cells in each
string. As shown in Figure 4, the proposed solar cell ,array layout utilizes,
for the blank panels (no cutouts), strings of cells which are three parallel
cells by 86 cells long. This allows for no additional cells to be dedicated
to compenstation for diode voltage drops while retaining a design that permits
discrete cell circuits to be dedicated to a single panel. Also shown in the






































particular string. If an aperture is required in the panel for an instru-
ment, the same technique will be used except that the number of parallel
cells will be reduced from 3 to 2 or from 3 to 1 depending on the size of
the aperture.
'	 DE-B Side Panel Layout
The same approach will be taken in the layout of the side panels of the
DE-B solar array except that the only single parallel cell or at most two
parallel cells will comprise the strings. This results from the expected _ ,
operating temperature of the DE-B despun spacecraft solar array being warmer
than that of DE-A tnd therefore requiring more series cells in the array to
achieve the required operating voltage. With a thermally required 117
series cells in the nE-B array, and adding four additional cells for shadow
compensation, the layout technique for DE-B will be the same as that for
DE-A.
An assessment of this layout of the side solar arrays for both hats has
indicated that the A array will consist of the following combination of
strings of 86 series cells:
Panels with three parallel cells
	
20
Panels with two parallel cells
	
12
Panels of single cells	 3
and DE-B side array will consist of the following combination of 121 series
cells:
Panels of two parallel cells	 28
Panels of single cells	 5
Noise Signature on Solar Arrays
As was noted in the background discussion above, the addition of the
bypass diodes will not eliminate voltage and/or current variations on the
solar array resulting from shadowing unless "overdesign" of the array
is included to move the operating point of the array/shunt limiter to
below the worst-case voltage notch resulting from operation of the diodes.
With the limitations imposed on the layout of the DE-B side array permitting
no more than two parallel cells in any series string, the ability exists to
increase the number of series cells from the required 117 to 129, thereby
adding 12 series "overdesign" cells and eliminating or greatly reducing
the voitage noise and shunt current noise described above.
For the DE-A side array, the 86 series cell requirement allows for no
"overdesign" cells and thus would permit noise, as noted above, to exist
if appropriate load programming cannot overcome the problem. In the event
that the worst-case operating point is encountered for voltage noise
(solar array operating Just at the threshold of shunt limiting) and a
maximum of four cells in a string are shadowed, then the worst-case shadow
induced voltage variation would be (refer to Figure 1):
L' 2.3.3-023-DN
Page 5.
Vout 	 (82)(.46045) - 39.5V1 "; 
s haao
- Vout I s (86-4)(0.46045) + (4)(-0.8) - 3^-4^ .56Vp
shadow	 Voltage Variation
	 - 'F.J'IY
NOTE: In this calculation, the precise cell voltage of 0.46045V
corresv--nding to the predicted side array temperature for DE-A as
to the ^.4V / cell of the simplified example in Figure 1.
Thus, with the array threshold at 39 . 5 volts ( topmost solar cell string
voltage), this shadow ripple would result in a peak voltage excursion
of 4.94 volts. Initially, such a voltage ripple is judged to be unaccept-
able. However, consideration of the frequency of such a ripple may place
it in a location in the spectrum where it is not of significance. The
side array is rotating at 10 rpm; thus, the rate that any string of cells
can experience shadowing is approximated by 35 strings per hat divided by
half the spin period; 3 seconds. Half the spin period is considered as the
shadow, in worst-case, must initiate and terminate only during the half of
the rotation in which the array is illuminated. Thus, the maximum frequency
of the ripple should have an upper bound of no more than 12 Hz. If this is
out of the region of spectral interest, it is conceivable that such a shadow-
generated noise is acceptable. Note also that the transition from illumina-
tion to shadow and back to illumination will be relatively slow as opposed
to instantaneous step changes, thereby minimizing the spectral harmonic
content of the ripple voltage.
Alternately, if the operating point of the system is such that significant
shunt current is flowing (see background discussion), the voltage ripple
may not exist, but current ripple in the shunt may vary at the same rate
as noted above. Under this condition, assuming the shadowed cells are in
parallel independent single cell strings (worst-case) then the current
ripple could be 4 x 110 ma/cell /hat -0.88 amps peak variation.
If the selected shunt dissipator design approach, and the return path for the
array current approach is satisfactory, then the magnetic noise variations
resulting at the approximate 12 Hz variation may not be unaccpetable.
CONCLUSIONS
Initial assessment of solar array performance, including the effects of
bypass diodes for shadowing indicates that the DE-A array has the potential
for significant noise amplitudes in either current or voltage variation
in the low frequency regime ( less than 12 Hz). If the existence of the noise
in this region does not pose a significant noise problem, it is recommended
that the array design be so implemented. The DE-B side array can be
"overdesigned" to move the operating point to a location which will preclude
the existence of significant noise. Should the DE-A noise signature be
unacceptable, then alternate array layouts, which require individual strings
of the array to be physically housed on more than one side panel must be
considered, along with the additional complexities in fabrication, fixturing
and testing of the array panels.
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The attached is an equipment configuration and weight list
by functional groupings for the DE-A spacecraft as of
1 December 1977. Each major entry is marked "+" to indi-
cate that it is a sum of the indented entries below it.
Weight entries are totals for the total quantity of any
given line item.
For November 1977, the margin (or allowance for growth)
is shown as zero and therefore the totals represent total
hardware only, not total launch weight.
During November 1977, margins were set at 10% of the
spacecraft total (49.0 lb), 15% of the Instrument total
(26.3 lb) and 25 lb. misc. for a total of 100.3 lb margin.
Thus, the total launch weight, including margin, is 790 lb.
For December 1977, the Instrument total weight changed
from 174.38 lb. to 186.06. Accordingly, the GFE margin
was adjusted down to 14.62 lb to maintain a constant
spacecraft weight.
The January 1978 weight report shows an additional 4.0 lb.
under spacecraft structure for the antenna support hardware
and an additional 3.55 lb. under GFE for PWI growth. The
margin allowances have been adjusted to maintain the launch
weight constant at 790 lb.
During January 1978 the weight estimate for Instruments increased
by 60.2 lbs. which breaks down as follows: 	 PWI +2.9 lbs.,
SAI +45.3 lbs., and RIMS +12.0 lbs. (reported as 3 heads
for the first time). The total Instrumentation weight has
therefore grown beyond the amount reserved for it plus all
GFE margin and miscellaneous margin and has now encroached
on the spacecraft margin. Total margin is now 20.9 lbs.
I	 The March 1, 1978 issue of this report (which shows updates
received thru February 1978) includes a growth of 28.5 lb.
for the spacecraft which is made up of the following:
structure +12.5 lb., power +7.0 lb., communications +1.3 lb.,
C&DH +7.7 lb. A decrease of 42.5 lb. occurred for the




The attached weight report for May 1978 includes all updates
and the revised system baseline as of May I.
Three columns of weight entries are given. The first,
labelled "Proposal Weight" is the weight, by subsystem,
at the time of the original system definition (Feb. 1977).
The second column, "Target weight", is the baseline weight
allocated by the NASA Delta Project Office to each subsystem
or equipment and represents the authorized weight for each.
Column three, " estimated/actual weight", gives the current ^•
estimate (made by the supplier) for each component. Thus,
a comparison of columns 2 and 3 will show whether any compon-
ent is over or under the weight allocated to it on an individual
basis.
Summaries of estimated instrumentation and spacecraft weights
are given on the last page where they are compared against the
program totals and program margins. Totals have been changed
as a result of revised Delta performance estimates and this has
resulted in revised margins.
In the previous weight report for May 1978 the balance weight of
50 lbs. was shown as part of the spacecraft margin. The updated
report reflects a reapportioning of this weight to the spacecraft
weight which caused an apparent increase in total hardware and
decrease in the margin weight.
The August 1978 weight report shows an increase of 8.4 lbs. in
total 'hardware weight. This change was due to the following
changes: Attitude control + 11.4 lbs., Power - 3.54 lbs. and
GFE + .63 lbs.
In the weight report for September 1978 a total of 13.488 lbs. were
lost from total hardware weight. The difference is accounted for
in the following areas: Upper Hat -.9 lbs., Lower Hat -.9 lbs., RF
screens +.936 lbs., ATC brackets +2.01 lbs., Upper Solar Array
-2.25 lbs., Lower Solar Array -2.25 lbs., Magnetometer Sensor -.64
lbs., Magnetometer Electronics -.494 lbs., HAPI cabling -1.5 lbs.,
Magnetometer Astromast -4.00 lbs., and PWI Astromast -4.00 lbs.
In October the total spacecraft weight increased by 11.892
pounds in the following areas by the following amounts: Shear
Panels 1 thru 6 +6.00 lbs, End Hat Upper +0.9 lbs, End Hat
Lower +0.9 lbs., Upper Solar Array +2.25 lbs, Lower Solar Array
+2.25 lbs., PWI Harness +2.00 lbs., Magnetometer Harness -2.90
lbs. Shear Panels increased for needed thermal conductivity.
Upper and Lower Hats and Upper and Lower Solar Arrays were
returned to their values of August 1978.
Rev. H - October, 1978
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DYNAMICS EXPLORER WEIGHT REPORT DE-8
w+te,."w'	 K. R. Johnson	 .^	 °i' 1 November 1977
i.	 m	 oAvpMw+ w:
' T%W ON woY1Nr»"ts (5). nW@c*s M ON NM.
r	 i	 i	 1
II 	 REVISIONS
11tN► 	 ONerlptla+	 DIN	 Auth«
[
	A	 Monthly Update - December 1977
Sht. 2 Annotated. Sht. 3 9 4 9 b S revise 12/6177 K. Johnson
	
8	 Month! Update - January 978
Sheet annotated, Sht. 3^ 4, 5 revised	 1/12/78 K. Johnson t^^1
	
C	 Monthly Update - February 1978
	 2/1/78 K. Johnson I1
Sheet 2 annotated, Sheet 3, 4 b 5
l
revised, sheet 6 (summary) added
	
D	 Monthly Update - March 1978 	 3/1/78 K. t;t,hnson	 r^	 l
Sheet 2 annotated, Sheet 3, 4, 5, & 6,
re- ' -ed
	E	 Monthly Update - May 1978
Sheets 3 thru 8 revised	
5/16!78 K. Johnson	 l
	
F	 Monthly Update - August 1978	 8/21/78 R. Crawford
Sheet 3 Annotated, Sheet 4 thru 8 	 ^,DC
Revised
	
G	 Monthly Update - September 1978
	
9/15/78 R. Crawford
Sheet 3 Annotated, Sheet 4 thru 8
Revised.
	
H	 Monthly Update - October 1978	 10/16/78 R. Crawford
Sheet 3 Annotated. Sheet 4 thru	 ^
^s
8 Revised.	 ^^ f
ORIGINAL PAGE
(W POOR QUALITY
Al 1339 2 1/74
E	 Page 2.
2.4.1--005-DN
The attached is an equipment configuration and weight list
by functional groupings for the DE-B spacecraft as of
1 December 1977. Each major entry is marked "+" '.o indi-
cate that it is a sum of the indented entries below it.
Weight entries are totals for the total quantity of .ny
given line item.
For November 1977, the margin (or allowance for growth)
i.	 is shown as zero and therefore the totals represent total
hardware only, net total launch weight.
	 ^-
iDuring November 1977, margins were set at 10% of the
spacecraft total (52.6 lb). 15% of the instrument total
(33.2 lb) and 25 lb misc. for a total margin of 110.8 lb.
Thus the total launch weight, including margin is 883 lb.
For December 1 y 77, the instrument total weight changed
t	 from 221.0 lb to 221.4 lb. Accordingly, the GFE margin
was adjusted down to 32.8 lb. to maintain a constant
spacecraft weight.
The January 1978 weight report includes an additional 4.0 lb.
under spacecraft structure for the antenna support. No other
weight changes were noted. Spacecraft margin has been 4djusted
to maintain the system launch weight constant at 883 lb.
No changes reported during January 1978.
During February 1978, the spacecraft weight increased by
28.5 lb. as follows:
	 structure +9.5 1b., power +7.0 lb.,
communications +4.3 lb., CbDH +1.1 lb. No changes were
reported for GFE instruments and support equipment.
Page 3.
2.4.1-005
The attached weight report for May 1978 includes all updates
and the revised system baseline as of May 1.
Three columns of weight entries are given. The first,
labelled "Proposal Weight" is the weight, by subsystem,
at the time of the original system definition (Feb. 1977).
The second column, "Target weight", is the baseline weight
allocated by the NASA Delta Project Office to each subsystem
or equipment and represents the authorized weight for each.
Column three, "estimated/actual weight", gives the current
(	 estimate (made by the supplier) for each component. Thus,
15	 a comparison of columns 2 and 3 will show whether any compon-
ent is over or under the weight allocated to it on an individual
basis.
Summaries of estimated instrumentation and spacecraft weights
are given on the last page where they are compared against the
program totals and program margins. Totals have keen changed
as a result of revised Delta performance estimates and this has
resulted in revised margins.
The May 1978 weight report now reflects a shifting of the balance
weight from the margin item to the spacecraft weight category.
This caused an apparent increase of 25 lbs. in the total hardware
weight and a decrease of 25 lbs. in the margin weight.
The weight report for August 1978 reflects changes in; Attitude
Control of - 7.5 lbs., Power + 3.81 and GFE of - 1.5 lbs. The
result was an overall decrease of 5.2 lbs. to the total hardware
weight.
The September weight report shows a decrease of 4.36 lbs. The
changes occurred in the following areas: ATC brackets +1.34
lbs., LAPI EPD system -1.9 lbs., and magnetometer Astromast
-4.00 lbs.
The weight changes for October are: Magnetometer Sensor -J.640
lbs., Magnetometer Electric -0.062 lbs., Magnetometer Harness
-2.90 lbs. Total weight change amounted to -3.602 pounds. Note
the Magnetometer Sensor and Magnetometer Electric weights were
inadvertently changed in the wrong program in the last weioht
update.
Rev. H - Orto^er, 1978
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Spacecraft Configuration and Mass Properties, DE-A and -B





This ON supplernents (3), mplam (A) ON Noe.
REVISIONS
Lollar Description Date Author
LAED 133811/7!
The'final section of the program is a moment of inertia routine. The
inertia of each component may be calculated or input. This provides an
inertia in the component's frame of reference. If the component is not
in the system reference frame (parallel to the system reference axis),
the angles must be input through which the component will be rotated.
With the distance to the system reference specified, the center of
gravity of the system is located. Finally, the system can be dynamically
balanced by indicating the position of the balance weights. For most
-	 geometric shapes, inertia calculations can be done in the program. For
those with odd shapes, hand calculations must be made and the inertias
input.
r. The program prints a list of all the inertia related input. The weight
for each component is obtained from the weight data base established in
Section 2.1 of the program. This is followed by a list of the inertias
of each component in its reference frame.
2.4.1-013
1.	 Scope
This design note describes the "Spacecraft Configuration Reporting System"
which is a computer program used to build and display a record of the
physical characteristics of a spacecraft system. A Weight Report and
Moment of Inertia Report are provided for the stowed and deployed con-
figurations. Sketches of the configurations upon which the report was
based are included as figures 1 thru 8 ; pith their respective weights,
inertias and inertia ratios.
F.	 2. Analytical Approach, Program Description
2.1	 Weight Report
The Weight Report consists of three segments. First a weight summary is
produced which lists the identification number, date the item was input,
name, drawing number, source, zone, proposal weight, target weight,
estimated or actual weight, percentage weight tolerance, weight tolerance,
and quantity. This listing is primarily a display of the values input.
The proposal weight is an initial estimated weight. The-target i e, the
desired weight for the component and is the current contact baseline
weight. The estimated or actual weight is the current estimate of a
component's weight or an actual value determined by weighing the component.
The percentage weight tolerance is the allowable variation of the esti-
mated or actual weight. The weight tolerance is this percentage of the
estimated or actual weight.
The second segment of the Weight Report is an indented summary. The
weights are summed to each level and printed in an indented list. That
is, all level four components are summed to level three so that a box
level printout would reflect the total of all components included.
Similarly, level three is summed to level two which in turn is totaled to
c.^ highest level. The names appear indented to indicate the level.
2.2	 Inertia Report
2.4.1-013
3.	 Results of Analysis
3.1	 Stowed Configuration
C+	 3.1.1 DE-A
The Inertia Report is based on Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4. 	 The center of
gravity of the stowed configuration is located at booster station
549.45 after balance weights have been added. 	 The following data was
taken from Appendix A.











The ratio of spin axis inertia to maximum transverse inertia is 1.072.
Total balance weight required 26.8754 lbs.* computed on the basis of
static and dynamic balance requirements.








288072.75	 0.0	 lbs.	 -inZ
.0	 0.0	 305667.94





The inertia ratio of the maximum transverse inertia to the spin axis
inertia is 1.060.	 (See Appendix A, after balancing)
3.1.2 DE-B
The S Inertia Report is based on Figures 1, 5, and 6. The center of
gravity after balancing is located at booster station 491.75. The
following data may be found in Appendix C.
Before balancing the inertias are:
	
276181.37	 579.51	 1038.84




The inertia ratio is 1.021
*Note: Balance weight will be reduced by base plate layout alterations.
Fr L	 2.4.1-013
Total balance weight required 13.63	 lbs.* and is computed based on
static balance requirements.




The inertia ratio is equal to
3.1.3 Stacked - Stowed Configuration
Figure I shows the stacked configuration of DE-A and DE-B.	 The center
of gravity is at booster station 520.485.
The stacked-stowed inertias about the center of gravity are:
Ixx = 1.8718 x 106 lbs -in26 lbs-,*n21yy - 1.9034 x 10
Izz - 5.6833	 105
 
lbs. 2x	 -in
The above values were derived using data contained in Appendices A and C.
3.2	 Deployed Configurations
3.2.1 DE-A
The Inertia Report for the deployed configuration of DE-A was based on
Figures 2, 3, 4, and 7.	 The following data was taken from Appendix B.
1 918599.0	 -264734.25	 -1711.18
11711.18
in 21 64734.25	 1437994.0	 -4896.06
-4896.06	 3083282.01
lbs.
The inertia ratio is 1.515
3.2.2 DE-B
Fi gures 5, 6, and 8 were used when making the Inertia Report. The
r following data may also be found in Appendix D.
rI	 lbs. -in2
With an inertia ratio of 0.983.
*Note: Balance weight will be reduced by base plate layout alterations.
1	 2.4.1-013
4.	 Interpretation of Results
1 The weight data base after initially being created is periodically and
systematically updated to show changes in the weight of the spacecraft.
This weight data base, in addition to being a weight accounting system,
is used as an input for inertia calculations.
The base plate configurations contained in this report, Figures 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 6, are preliminary and will be modified to reduce the balance weight
required. As more detailed information on box configurations and centers
of gravity are made available, the inertia file will be updated.
The Inertia Report consists of five sections. Section one is a listing
of components: locations, denoted by XBAR, YEAR, ZBAR, dimensions, LX,
LY and LZ or inertias, Ixx, Iyy, and Izz; inner and outer radius if
applicable and the weights. Section two is a listing by components of
their respective inertias. Section three gives the information contained
in Section two as well as the products of inertias resulting from a ro-
tation of axes. Section four lists inertias of components relative to
the spacecraft reference axes. Section five can appear In two forms; no
balancing done on spacecraft and with balancing calculations. In
either case, an output of the summation of component weights times their
respective radi of gyration is printed. These values do not account
for the components own local inertia (inertia about its own c.g.). If
17 balancing is to be done, the balance weight position is input and the
balance weight required at this location is calculated. In both cases
the inertia matrix is calculated in two sets of units. The center of
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DE RADIATION ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS
G. Brucker/R. Ohanian
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This design note supersedes 2.4.4-001-ON, an earlier radiation environment
analysis submitted for Dynamics Explorer (1). The orbital parameters for
the A and B missions have been modified and new environmental models have
became available since the latter design note was issued. The current
work incorporates all these changes and compares this new results with the
previous results.
The environments for Dynamics Explorer A and B have been evaluated in a
1981 time frame (Solar Maximum conditions) utilizing the minimum drag orbit
parameters ("Flux - 150" case) received from NASA. Minimum drag was chosen
because it is a worst case condition by virtue of slower altitude decay.
Results are presented here in a context of nominal mission life (13 months)
and expected maxim life (97 weeks, after which the B orbit is expected
to be fully decayed).
The data processing for this report is similar to that of previous work.
First, the A and B orbits described in Reference (2) were constructed on
an RCA orbit generating computer program by means of appropriate drag
coefficients. Next, twenty-four hour "snapshots" of each orbit (two
minute step size), corresponding to 16 week intervals, were placed on a
disk file. Each snapshot was then processed in normal fashion using B-1
conversion and radiation model programs originally obtained from E. Stass-
inopoulos (NASAJGSFC). Finally, the resulting snapshot environments were
properly weighted, combined, and submitted to RCA's UNIDOSE and Solar Cell
Damage Equivalence computer codes. It should be noted, however, that the
present study utilized newly received maps for inner and outer zone trapped
electrons; in particular the AEI7-HI map,which is a significant change for
the outer zone,was used herein for worst case conservatism.
2.0 DOSE-DEPTH SHIELDING CURVES
Figures 1 and 2 contain the total worst case curves of ionization dose vs.
equivalent aluminum thickness (spherical shield geometry) for the A and B
spacecraft respectively. Note two solid curves in each figure (correspond-
ing to the 97 week and 13 month durations of this present analysis), and a
dashed curve which is taken from the worst case of the previous design note
(2.4.4-001-DN).
To achieve a worst case for both A and B, the present study has applied
a factor of two in uncertainty to the trapped proton contribution (AP8-MAX
map), and has utilized the 99% c mfidence level for solar protons solar
alphas levels are approximated at 5% of the solar protons). However, for
the trapped electrons, differing uncertainties were applied to the A and B space-
craft. In the case of DE-A, nearly the entire orbit falls within the outer
zone, and because of the severe AEI7-HI environment, a factor of unity is
adequate. On the other hand, owing to the large inner zone component, a





The resulting curves, coded with a knowledge of spherical shielding
geometry, enable one to design against the expected long-term dose
encountered on-board the spacecraft. For simple or non-critical gemtrial,
it may be possible to estimate the dose by hand. However, shield ni g
	
U	 geometry computer codes of excellent accuracy are available at RCA/AEif the need arises.
3.0 EQUIVALENT FLUENCE VS. SHIELDING CURVES
Figures 3 and 4 contain the worst case equivalent 1 MeV electron fluence --
 shield thickness curves for the A and B spacecraft respectively. These
curves were produced under the same conditions as the dose-depth curves
discussed above, and can be applied to spherical geometries to obtain long
term bulk damage in semiconductor components (excepting solar cells -
see below).
4.0 SOLAR CELL DEGRADATION PARAMETERS
The worst case equivalent 1 MNeV electron fluences for evalua t ing end-of-
life I c (short circuit currents) and Pmax or Voc (maximum power or open
circuit voltage) for the A and B missions, along with the corresponding
worst case results from 2.4.4-001-DN, are contained in Table 1. These
results were calculated under the conditions outlined above, and are appro-
priate for a cover glass of 60 mils (fused silica) and infinite backshield-
ing.
5.0 PEAK FLUXES
In general, the peak flux rate of a particle type at a given energy is about
two orders of magnitude more severe than the long term average rate. Accord-
ingly, Tables 2 and 3 contain a peak flux spectrum (a factor of 100 greater
than the long-term average rate) fc • `he A and B missions respectively. If
	
{	 interested, the reader may refer to ..4.4-001-DW for the previous results,
which were not presented in spectrum form and were obtained by using a
slightly different criteria.
Peak rates are necessary when considering circuits which can be uset by
short term (transient) conditions. However, one must be sure he is evaluating
the correct transient mechanism. Tables 2 and 3 are useful if individual
particle rates cause system upset (such as spurious counts in a sensor).
On the other hand, peak rates for dose or equivalent 1 MieV electron fluence
may be estimated from the information provided in the previous sections of
this report: merely divide the long term dose (or fluence) by the appropriate
time factor to obtain dose (or fluence) per second and multiply by 100 to





6.0 EXTEND TABLE OF SOLAR CELL DAMABE EQUIVALENCE
Table 4 and Figure 5 contain the results of a sir which extends the results
of paragraph 4.0 to cover glass thicknesses other then 60 mils.
REFERENCES:
(1) G. Brucker and R. 0henian. "DE Radiation Analysis". ktrnamics Explorer
design note 2.4.4-001-DN, September 9, 1977.






SOLM CELL SMAGE EQUIVALENCE (worst case total,






0 MoV electron fluence) max or o f -0 NO electron fluence
A mission, 97 wks. 1.76 X 1014 2.32 X 1014
A mission, 13 mos. 9.56 X 1013 1.25 X 1014
A mission, 2.4.4-001-DN1 0.8 yrs) 3.08 X 1014 4.28 X 1014
B mission, 97 rocs. 2.93 X 1013 3.49 X 1013
B mission, 13 mos. 2.16 X 1013 2.56 X 1013














(P/c	 ltec > Energy)
Electrons
(e!	 /sec > Energy)
.1 1.90 X 109 132 X 109 	^+
1.0 1.39 X 108 9.90 X 107
5.0 3.39 X 106 7.94 X 105
10.0 6.29 X 105 0
50.fl 2.61 X 104 0.
100.0 1.05 X 104 0
TABLE 3.




(P/cm /sec > Energy)
Electrons
(e/	 /sec > Energy)
.1 3.65 X 106 6.84 X 107
1.0 2.98 X 105 9.21 X 105
5.0 9.19 X 104 9.25 X 103
10.0 7.04 X 104 0
50.0 1.87 X 104 0
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EXTENDED TABLE OF SOLAR CELL D"GE EQUIVALENCE
(1 MeV Equivalent electrons/ aid , Worst Case Total,
Infinite Backshielding)
Mission/Parameter Cover Glass Thickness, Mils of Fused Silica
6	 12	 20	 30	 60
"A", 97 wks, Isc 5.36x1015 1.99x1Ois 8.30x1014 4.87x1014 1.76x1014
"A", 97 wks, Pmax or Voc 1.25x1016 4.17x1015 1.46x1015 7.99x1014 2.32x1014
"A", 13 mos, I sc 3.08x1015 1.06x1015 4.43x1014 2.61x1O14 9.56x1013
"A", 13 mos, Pmax or Voc 7.15x1015 2.21x1015 7.78x1014 4.27x1014 1.25x1014
"B", 97 wks, I sc 1.52x1014 8.73x1013 5.94x1013 4.68x1013 2.93x1013
11B11, 97 wks, Pmax or Voc 2.91x1014 1.44x1014 8.41x1013 6.37x1013 3.49x1013
"B", 13 mos, I sc 1.26x1014 6.980013 4.58x1013 3.53x1013 2.16x1013
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DE-A Thermal Model Description
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DE-A Baseline Thermal Model Performance and
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Performance
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A 24 node steady state thermal model has been developed to
evaluate the parametric performance of the DE-A spacecraft. 	 The
model provides data to compute orbit- average temperatures as
functions of sun angle and duty cycles of variable dissipating
components. The program automatically computes variable radia-
tion	 couplings of internal nodes to external surroundings as
a function of ATC positions which are dependent upon the base-
plate temperatures.
2.	 DETAILS
The details of the model are contained in the following
tables:
Item Title
Table 1 Node Identification
Table 2 External Sink Identification
Table 3 External Sink Thermophysical Properties
Table 4 Orbit Average External Sink Values
Table 5 Spacecraft Internal and External Couplings
Table 6 DE-A Thermal Power Configuration
I
Table 7 Shunt Power Distribution
Table 8 DE-A Nodal Power Distribution:	 100% Duty Cycle
Table 9 DE-A Nodal Power Distribution:	 67.5% Duty Cycle
jTable 10 DE-A Nodal Power Distribution:	 33.758 Duty Cycle
Table 11 DE-A Nodal Power Distribution:	 0% Duty Cycle
3.2.2-001-DN
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TABLE 1. NODE IDENTIFICATION
Node Nc. Description
1 Upper Baseplate - Equipment Complex
2 Lower Baseplate - Equipment Complex
3 Top - ATC Area
4 Top - Passive Area
5 Bottom - ATC Area
6 Bottom - Passive Area
7 Separation Adapter - Lower
8 PWI Lower
9 Thermal Shield Lower
10 Upper Side Array - Quadrant 1
11 Upper Side Array - Quadrant 2
12 Upper Side Array - Quadrant 3
13 tipper Side Array - Quadrant 4
14 Lower Side Array - Quadrant 1
15 Lower Side Arrav - Quadrant 2
16 Lower Side Array - Quadrant 3
17 Lower Side Array - Quadrant 4
18 S-band Antenna - Quadrant 1
19 S-band Antenna - Quadrant 2
20 S-band Antenna - Quadrant 3
21 S-band Antenna - Quadrant 4
2^ Separation Adapter - Upper
23 PWI - Upper
24 Thermal Shield - tipper
3.2.2-001-DN
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TABLE 2. EXTERNAL SINK IDENTIFICATION
Sink No. Description
1 Spacecraft Top
2 Upper Side Array - Quadrant 1
3 Upper Side Array - Quadrant 2
4 Upper Side Array - Quadrant 3
5 Upper Side Array - Quadrant 4
6 Lower Side Array - Quadrant 1
7 Lower Side Array - Quadrant 2
8 Lower Side Array - Quadrant 3
9 Lower Side Array - Quadrant 4
10 Spacecraft Bottom
11 S-band Antenna - Quadrant 1
12 S-band Antenna - Quadrant 2
13 S-band Antenna - Quadrant 3
14 S-band Antenna - Quadrant 4
15 Upper Baseplate - Experiment Ports








TABLE 3. EXTERNAL SINK THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES
°roperties
Sink No. Solar Absor tance IR Emittance
1 .725
	 .763 .81
2 .622	 .635 .722
3 .622	 .635 .722
4 .622	 .635 .722
5 .622	 635 .722
6 .622	 .635 .722
7 .622	 .635 .722
8 .622	 .635 .722
9 .622	 .635 .722
10 .725	 .763 .61
11 .305	 .455 .274
12 .305	 .455 .274
13 .305	 .455 .274
14 .305	 .455 .274
15 .764	 .764 .603
16 .857	 .857 .732
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A 21-node steady state thermal model has been developed to
evaluate the parametric performance of the DE-B spacecraft.
The model computes orbit average temperatures as functions
of sun angle and duty cycles of various heat dissipating
components. Radiative couplings, whose values vary as a






1.	 DE-B Thermal Configuratior
Node Identification
External Sink Identification
External Sink Thermophysical Properties
Orbit Average External Sink Values
Spacecraft Internal Couplings
Spacecraft External Couplings
Nodal Power Distribution for Various Sun
Angles: 50% Duty Cycle
Nodal Power Distribution for Various Sun
Angles: 40% Duty Cycle




Nodal Power Distribution for Various Sun
Angles: 20% Duty Cycle
Nodal Power Distribution for Various Sun
Angles:	 10% Duty Cycle
Nodal Power Distribution for Various Sun
Angles: 0% Duty Cycle
DE-B Thermal Power Configura.:ion
DE-B Shunt Power Distribution
DE-B Battery and PSE Dissipation on Node 1
Calculation of the Effective Aperture Prr"^rties







































































TABLE 1. NODE IDENTIFICATION
Node No. Description
1 Upper Baseplate - Equipment Complex
2 Lower Baseplate - Equipment Complex
3 Top - ATC Area
4 Top - Passive Area
5 Bottom - aoan Platform
6 Bottom - Passive Area
7 Separation Adapter
e TJkP I
9 LAPI Thermal Shield
10 Upper Side Array - Quadrant 1
11 Upper Side Array - Quadrant 2
12 Upper Side Array - Quadrant 3
13 Upper Side Array - Quadrant 4
14 Lower Side Array - Quadrant 1
15 Lower Side Array - Quadrant 2
16 Lower Side Array - Quadrant 3
17 Lower Side Array - Quadrant 4
18 S-band Antenna - Quadrant 1
19 S-band Antenna - Quadrant 2
20 S-band Antenna - Quadrant 3
21 S-band Antenna - Quadrant 4
(-3
TABLE 2. EXTERNAL SINK IDENTIFICATION
Sink No. Descri Lion
1 Spacecraft Top
2 Upper Side Array - Quadrant 1
3 Upper Side Array - Quadrant 2
4 Upper Side Array - Quadrant 3
5 Upper Side Array - Quadrant 4
6 Lower Side Array - Quadrant 1
7 Lower Side Array - Quadrant 2
8 Lower Side Array - Quadrant 3
9 Lower Side Array - Quadrant 4
10 Spacecraft Bottom
11 S-band Antenna - Quadrant 1
12 S-band Antenna - Quadrant 2
1
t	 I 13 S-band Antenna - Quadrant 3
14 S-band Antenna - Quadrant 4
15 Upper Baseplate - Experiment Ports








Table 3. External Sink Thermophysical Properties
Sink	 No. Solar Absor tivit
	 mt -tBOL/atEOL IR	 Emissivity
TO L E L
1 .725 .763 1.052 .81
2 .660 .717 1.086 .74
3 .660 .717 1.086 .74
4 .660 .717 1.086 .74
5 .660 .717 1.086 .74
6 .631 .686 1.087 .757
7 .631 .686 1.087 .757
8 .631 .686 1.087 .757
9 .631 .686 1.087 .757
10 .725 .763 1.052 .81
11 .305 .455 1.492 .274
12 .305 .455 1.492 .274
13 .305 .455 1.492 .274
14 .305 .455 1.492 .274
15 .649 .693 1.068 .474
16 .25 .35 1.4 .560
17 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Properties of nodes 1 through 14 are obtained from Electrodynamics
Explorers Thermal Model Description, EE-DN-TH-1, dated 7 Sept. 1976.
The properties of nodes 15 and 16 are taken from the effective
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90 0 3.37 1	 4.05 7.42
00 9.282.50 6.78
30% 1	 2.16300 6.7 8.86
90 0 3.37 4.05 7.42
00 1.67 5.15 6.82
208 300 1.44 5.14 6.58
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_	 APPENDIX 2. Definition of Thermal Sink
Value and RIS
Absorbed external flux to a node i (watt/in2)
= Solar flux + Albedo flux + Earth IR flux
= A
i
	intensity)	 + A -k Albedo intensity]i ^ ^ [
	Y^	 i ^^	 Y] +
A i E ` [Earth IR]
= A i s [-I(solar + albedo)	 + Earth IR]
Define R is = Ai F i ( see Table 5-2), and
Ii	 =
	
*i[soiar  + albedo,	 + Earth IR ( See Table 4)
then, for a flat surface of a convex body, the absorbed
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The DE-A mission imposes severe restraints on the spacecraft
thermal design, since it will remain in a fixed orientation
relative to the roll and yaw axes throughout the mission.
This gives a possible sun angle range of 0 0 to 1800 for the
spacecraft. Since the power subsystem cannot supply required
amount of solar array power at 0 sun angle for a minimum required
duty cycle of the sciegce payload, the minimum sun angle has
been restricted to +18 . Nevertheless, the solar flux impinges
on all sides of the spacecraft and the thermal design has to
be able to maintain thermal balance during all sun angles.
A baseline configuration consists of active thermal control
(ATC) louvers on the top and bottom surfaces of the spacecraft
with no cutouts in the end panels for the ATC's. This configura-
tion is the same as described in the DE Technical Proposal
No. 102658-C, June 30, 1978.
DESIGN CONFIGURATION
The principal features of the DE-A thermal system design are
illustrated in Figure 1.	 Simplified thermal model data for the
DE-A spacecraft is described in DE design note 3.2.2-001-DN.
The upper-and-lower end substrates (arrays) serve as the principal
sinks for the internal power dissipations, as one of the two end
arrays will always be in the anti-sun side of the spacecraft.
The radiation couplings from the baseplate equipment to these
principal radiating surfaces are varied by a set of six 14.5-
inch diameter, 4-double-blade pinwheel type, active-thermal-
control louvers in each array.	 Radiation coupling from upper base-
plate to upper ATC is varied from 69.0 in 2 (louvers fully closed)
to 409.0 in	 (louvers fully open) and likewise for the radiation
coupling from lower baseplate to lower ATC. The design is
symmetrical with respect to upper and lower compartments, and
any differences in performance can be attributed to variations
in power distribution, aperture areas, and equipment duty cycles
unique to the particular baseplates.
The thermal program automatically computes variable radiation
couplings of internal nodes to active thermal louver area as a
function of active-thermal-control louver positions (fully open
to fully closed) which are dependent upon the baseplate temp-
eratures.	 Since there are no cutouts in the ends of both hats,
the end solar arrays act as cold sinks for the ATC's, with the
end solar arrays looking into space. 	 This DE-A configuration is
obviously less efficient than that of the DE-B spacecraft where
the top-hat end array has cutouts through which the internal























































All data for the simplified thermal model for this configuration
is contained in 3.2.2-001-DN which also describes variable
parameters that depend on design configuration. Table 1 provides
data of variable parameters for this configuration. Appendix A




The orbit-average temperatures of upper and lower baseplates as
a function of instrument-payload duty cycles, sun angles, and
BOL versus EOL val-iations in thermal properties are plotted in
Figures 2 and 3. Data for the 0-percent and 69.75-percent duty
cycles are replotted in Figures 4 and 5. Table 2 extracts the
data from these two figures. The O-deree sun angle, 0-percent
}	 duty cycle is a realistic flight case initial maneuver, injection
to prior-to-final orbital configuration) which drives the upper
baseplate to a worst-case cold temperature of -16°C if no heaters
are present. The dual TCE control will provide for the heater
power when the thermistor senses the baseplate temperature below
1°C. Figures 2 and 3 show that the spacecraft-temperature
sensitivity to power dissipation is about 0.35 0 C/watt. Therefore,
about 46.0 watts of heater power will be required to maintain
the baseplate at 0°C, with 0-percent duty cycle of the Science
payload and with the spacecraft at 0-degree sun angle. This
heater power, combined with the continuous load of 18.0 watts
(22-4 watt thermal), results in a required power of 64.0 watts.
Since the present DE-A end solar panel can provide only 52.0 watts,
only 34.0 watts of power is available for the A7CE heater. The
resulting upper-baseplate temperature of -4°C is considered
acceptable baseline design for the short duration phase when all
the Science payload is off and non-operational temperature speci-
fication limits would be applicable. However, since batteries
and tape recorders have narrower specification limits, they will
require special attention. The baseplate heaters may be placed
strategically near the batteries to provide them with better
thermal control. Similar arrangements may be provided for the tape
recorders, or wider temperature specifications may be suggested
for them. An alternate approach will be to increase the end-
solar-array available power by the additiion of cells to accom-
modate the heater requirements.
At the high-temperature end, nominal Science-payload duty cycle
of 62-percent (69.15-percent duty cycle of Science and playback)
and spacecraft in orbital configuration, a maximum EOL orbit-
average steady-state temperature of 27.5°C is obtained on the
lower baseplate (see Table 2). This steady-state temperature
combined with the thermal transients (±2°C), gradients across
the baseplates (of the order of +2°C) as well as the uncertainty
.	 factor of +3°C applied to the analytical predicts, requ^;re that
the upper temperature limit of the baseplates (component mounting
interfaces) be set at +35°C. Again for the 62-percent duty cycle
of Science payload, the BOL minimum temperature of the lower













1 3 69.0 408.97 Variable values for
values for	 >900.
y <90 0 ; fully closed ivrs




Y <90 1 ; fully closed lvrs




Y >900 ; fully closed ivrs





y >900 ; fully closed ivrs




y <90 1 ; fully closed lvrs
3 11 .85 5.0
Y
Variable values for Y <90 • ; fully closed ivrs
values for Y >900.
3 12 .85 5.0 Variable values for Y <90 • ; fully closed lvrs
values for Y >900.
3 13 .85 5.0 Variable values for y <90 0 ; fully closed ivrs
values for Y >90•.
3 22 18.4 107.1 Variable values for y	 <900 ; fully closed ivrs
values for Y >900.
5 7 18.4 107.1 Variable values
	 for y >90 0 ; fully closed ivrs
values for Y <900.
5 14 .85 5.0 Variable values	 for y >90 • ; fully closed ivrs
values for Y <900.
5 15 .85 5.0 Variable values for y	 >90 0 ; fully closed lvrs
values for Y <900.
5 16 .85 5.0 Variable values
	
for Y >90 0 ; fully closed ivrs
values for Y	 <900.
5 17 .85 5.0 Variable values
	 for Y	 >90 9 ; fully closed ivrs
values for Y <900.
EXTERNAL
NODE SINK RADIATION COUPLING
IN'
1 17 0.0 0.0 Variable values
	
for y	 <90 • ; fully closed ivrs
values	 for Y	 >900.
2 17 0.0 0.0 Variable values
	
for y	 >90'; fully closed ivrs




1.251 2 This value	 is	 same as used in	 EE	 analysis.
NOTE 1.	 Fully closed	 louvers values are	 applicable
	 for baseplate	 temperatures	 below 129C;
fully open	 louver values	 for	 temperature above	 13°C. Program computes proportional
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This minimum temperature combined with the same factors mentioned
above, as well as the fact that the ATCE heater set-point will be
set at 1°C (heater starting to turn-on) to 0°C (heater full-on),
guarantees that the lower temperature of the mounting surfaces
will not be allowed to go below 0°C. This combination of maximum
EOL temperature and minimum BOL temperature on the lower baseplate
then dictates the thermal performance of the mounting surfaces to
be from 0°C to +35°C. Since the thermal switch ir. the PSE auto-
matically switches off at 37 -1/2 +2-1/2°C, the batteries will
require special attention for DE-A. Proper strategic location
and accurate thermal-gradient prediction will be required to
optimize battery performance during the hot sun angle of +45
degrees (+5 degrees) during mission life. If that upper Tem-
perature cannot be reduced appreciably, reduced duty cycles may
be suggested for the hot sun-angle periods.
3.1	 Duty-Cycle Variations
Figure 6 shows DE-A Science payload duty cycles as function of
sun angle for various mounting-surface interface high-temperature
limits. These plots have been generated utilizing data from
Figures 2 and 3 and have been corrected for thermal transients,
gradients, and uncertainty factor. These plots indicate that as
the upper allowable temperature limit of the mounting surfaces
(baseplates) is lowered, the permissible duty cycle also has to
be reduced. For the required 62-percent duty cycle of the Science
payload, EOL 35°C curves meet the performance criteria. If for
any reason higher duty cycles are demanded, the allowable temper-
atures of the mounting surfaces will also have to be higher than
the present 35°C performance limit. Actual duty cycles as a
function of power available as well as the upper temperature limit
set by the thermal control will finally dictate the composite










































3.2	 Solar-Array Thermal	 Performance
The end solar array panels on	 the DE-A hats are continuous with
no cutouts and have internal	 surfaces of different 	 finishes,
} depending on whether the area	 is controlled by the ATC's or is
passive.
	 The ATC parts of the end solar array panels are called
the top-ATC and bottom-ATC area. 	 It is these areas that house
the louver actuator housings.
	
The temperature of the ATC part
of the end solar array is of interest,	 because the ATC support
configuration will	 have to be	 isolated	 from it.	 The data	 for
the average duty cycle of 50% of Science payload is plotted in
Figure	 7	 and	 significant points
	
are
	 listed	 in	 Table	 3.
The orbit-average temperatures of side array as 	 function of sun
angle	 is	 shown	 in	 Figure 8.	 For the	 90-degree	 sun angle,	 the
day-tilde average temperature of the side array is computed to
be	 +13 	 C .
The effect of aerodynamic 	 heating,	 significant at the 190-km
minimum perigee altitude of the DE-A mission, 	 has	 not been examined
-
so	 far,	 but will	 be	 investigated	 in	 detail	 to arrive	 at optimum
solar-array	 performance.	 At present,	 it	 is noted	 that	 since the
DE-A	 (spinning mode)
	
altitude	 is	 higher than	 that of the Atmos-
phere	 Explorer	 (despun)
	
mission,	 the	 effect will	 be	 far	 less
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TABLE 3. SOLAR ARRAY TEMPERATURE FOR ORBIT-AVERAGE
STEADY-STATE AT 50% DUTY CYCLE OF SCIENCE
PAYLOAD
Orbit-Average
Solar Array Sun Angle Tempgrature Reference
(degree) (	 C)
BOL EOL
Top-ATC of 15 -76 -85 Figure
	 7
End solar 45 -50 -56
Array 90 -80 -80
-45 70 80
-15 102 104
Upper Side 15 -52 -50 Figure 8
Array 45 -10 -10















Table 2 shows that the steady-state upper bulk temperature
limit of 35 0 C is obtained after adding certain allowances for
thermal transients (+2 o C), thermal gradients (+2 0 C) and
the uncertainty factor (±3°C). This uncertainty factor
accounts for several tolerance numbers, such as inaccuracy
resulting from simplification of physical characteristics
into thermal model, inadequate power dissipation data,
inaccurate representation of actual conductive couplings, etc.
Note that degradation of surface properties is accounted for
by assuming BOL and EOL values. Whatever trade-off studies
are to be undertaken, this total of +1 0 C will be applied to the
maximum baseplate temperature obtained through the computer ana-
lysis.	 In an attempt to reduce the maximum bulk temperature
of 35 0 C to 25°C, the steady-state computer maximum EOL base-
plate temperature of 18 C will be the design goal. After the
detailed model transient analysis is carried out, the first
two factors, transients and gradients, can be dropped as the
detail model will address to these effect; however, the
uncertainty factor of ±3 C will still be applicable.
Table 4 provides thermal specification limits for DE-A space-
crdit. Several instruments as well as tage recorders have an
upper operational temperature limit of 35 9C. The batteries
have upper operational limit of 40 0 C for limited depth of
discharge and duty cycles only; it would be preferable to lower
this limit.	 While the need for the SAI upper limit of 25°C is
not apparent, attempts wAll be m$de to lower the spacecraft
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To meet the	 temperature
	 specification for the DE-A spacecraft
following operating parameters
	 will	 be considered:
• 67.5% duty
	 cycle of science and playback	 load




	 diameter ATC	 louvers
^	 - • Maximum EOL
	 bulk	 temperati!re =	 25°C
• Maximum EOL computer baseplate temperature =	 18°C
• Minimum BOL	 bulk temperature °C- 0
(obtained through	 use of basep1ate heaters,	 if
necessary)
• Design	 to	 have	 some positive louver margin,	 if
possible	 (if	 louvered	 configuration is	 used)
at	 hot end.










'	 PRINTOUT OF COMPUTER PROGRAM OF
STEADY-STATE TEMPERATURE PREDICTIONS
FOR
33.75% DUTY CYCLE OF
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As recommended in 3.2.2-003 -DN, the upper temperature speci-
fication limit of 350C 8btained for the baseline thermal design
has to be lowered to 25 C. This design note describes various
design configurations and their performance, along with advantages
and disadvantages of each. Following configurations are investi-
gated in the parametric study:
1. Various cutouts in the end panel for ATC's to
allow baseplate complement to directly view
the space.
2. Lowering the operational active louver set
points, thereby allowing the non-controlled
baseplate to be coupled to a cooler controlled
baseplate.
3. Increase conductive coupling between the base-
plates by conventional means.
4. Incorporation of heat pipes ("Goddard Groove"
Isothermalizer type) to conductively couple the
two baseplates.
It is shown (see Section 3.5) that by combination of signi-
ficant features of various configurations, it is possible to
achieve upper maximum bulk temperature of 25 0C. However,
failure analysis as well as testing complexities make this
configuration less attractive.
2.	 General
In discussing various configurations, the analysis concentrates
on the following parameters:
• 67.58 duty cycle of science and playback payload.
This is considered as maximum required duty cycle
and is defined as the percent of every orbit time
that the instruments with their playback stay on.
The steady state temperature computations performed
by the computer program consider this input as an orbit
average internal power dissipation distributed between
the upper and lower baseplates. No distinction is made
as to which particular instruments are turned on and
for how long. only total bulk power dissipation is required




e Temperature predictions for +450 sun angle, EOL
values are shown to be the maximum bulk temperatures
and are primarily discussed whenevgr comparison to
upper bulk temperature limit of 25 is considered.
a Thermal gradients (+2 oC), 8hermal transients (+2°C)
and uncert$inty factor (+3 C) are lumped together
to give +7 C error margin on computer generated
maximum steady state bulk temperatures. Thege factors
require maximum analytical predictions of 18 C to give
maximum bulk temperature of 25 C.
!.	 3.1 ATC Cutouts in End Array (Configuration 1)
The baseline configuration descrxb :- 1 in 3.2.2-003-DN consists
of 6 louvers at each flat end of una spacecraft, with no cutouts
in the end panels. The anti-sun facing end array acts as a
radiator sink for the ATC's,with the controlled baseplate
viewing radiator or insulator or a combination of the two segments
of the insi$e of the end array. Under worst case hot use,
say 1'= +45 , the upper baseplate then effectively sees a
-60°C end array, not quite an effective sink compared to space
sink.
More efficient way of dumping heat through the louvers would
be to provide cutouts in the end array to allow the baseplate
to directly view the space. This, however, means that no
solar cells can exist in the area cutout. Hence the degree of
cutouts have to be compatible with the required number of
solar cells to provide minimum power necessary at r=00 during
initial maneuver of the spacecraft.
Following constraints enter into overall consideration:
a) Instrument payload accommodation, sepcifically + Z RIMS.
b) S-Band antenna bracket accommodation.
c) Conductive bare-metal area requirements (can be thermally
acceptable by painting with Goddard 'Green').
d) Mechanical interface requirements.
e) Cold patches at center hubs of ATC's to locally cool
the bi--metal housings under worst case hot sun angles
to allow actuator to closely track the baseplate
temperatures under control.
f) Mininum number of solar cells required to meet r =0°
power requirements.




A preliminary parametric study was conducted to evaluate
the feasibility of using smaller diameter ATC's to accommodate
RIMS.
	 The study showed that the baseline ATC diameter of
14.5 11
	 necessary to offer any appreciable performance
improvements.	 The ATC diameter variation was dropped from
- further parameteric study.	 The RIMS has been accommodated
by certain other rearrangements.
As pointed out earlier, 67 658 duty cycle, 45° sun angle,
ROL bulk temperature of 25 C is the design goal.	 For a
double bladed louver design, the maximum cutout per ATC
segment can be 600 .	 Table 1 and 2 provide data for variable
parameters for 200 and 400
 ATC cutouts respectively. 	 Other
fixed parameter data for this simplified thermal model is
given in DE design note 3.2.2-001-DN.
Temperature performance for 0 0 , 20° and 40° cutouts are
plotted in Figure 1 and are extrapolated to full 60 0 cutouts.
Note that 0	 cutout data corresponds to no cutout in end
array described in 3.2.2-003- UN. 	Also plotted on the same
figure are number of solar array strings on end panels.
Power subsystem requirements dictate that at least 8 strings
be available, giving roughly 55	 ATC cutout possibility.
Figure 1 shows that as the ATC cutouts are increased, th8re
is an insignificant drop in the lower (hotter for ^(=+45 )
baseplate temperature, for a 12°C louver setpoint on the upper
baseplate.	 The louver margin increases significantly, meaning
` that not	 as much of louver rotation is required as provided.
This is because the controlleg baseplate (upper in this case)
is always between 120C and 13 C no matter how much additional
heat dumping capability is pro ided. 	 The hotter baseplate is
always coupled to this 12°C-13^C sink, resulting in negligible
drop in temperature.
If cooling of the :cotter baseplate is required, then it will
be necessary to couple it to a cooler controlled baseplate.
This translates into a lower louver active set point.
Hence this parametric study indicates that merely providing
ATC cutouts in end arrays does ngt meet the bulk temperature
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^.	 3.2 Louver Active Set Point (Configuration 2)
The louver active set point refers to a temperature of the
t	 controlled baseplate sensed by a thermistor that activates
a heater on bimetallic actuator of ATC louver assembly.
The set point is the temperature when louver fir $t starts
to open, with louver fully open at temperature 1 C higher.
As long as there is suff .cient heat dumping capability of the
louver system, the controlled baseplate is always between its
set point and 10C hi-jher. The other baseplate is likewise
coupled to this almost constant temperature hea8 sink. All
the variable parameter data as shown for the 40 ATC cutouts
are applicalbe for this study, except that the louver
control point is varied.
Figure 2 shows the results of 12 °C, 5°C, and 0°C active louver
set points for 67.5 % duty cycle, 45° sun angle EOL values.
Points on the figure for this pat—ametric study correspond to
K 2 (conductiv8 coupling betweeen upper and lower baseplate)
o 1.25 watts / C (designated as EE coupling). While there
is 4.50C and 3° drop ig temperature for changing the set point
from 120C to 5°C and 5 C to 0 9 respectively, the bulk tempera-ture specification limit of 25 C is still not met with this design
modification. K12 = 1.25 W/oC pertains to conductive coupling as
used in the EE design notes. More accurate computation of this
coupling results in a slightly higher value. Note that increasing
the cutouts to 500 doesn't gain much in performance.
This parametric study shows that by providing ATC cutouts in
end arrays and lowering the louver set points doesn't meet the
bulk temperature specification requirement of 25 C. As the
Figure 2 shows, the parametric study with respect to K12, the
conductive coupling between the baseplates, seems to show
promising results.

















































Conductive Coupling Between Baseplates	 (Configuration 3)
Figure 2 shows that for K12o= 1.25 w/°C the maximum EOL bulk
temperature is 27 C for a 0 C lower set. point, still above the
specification requirement of 25 0C.	 As a result, parametric
study was carried out to evaluate the effect of better conduct-
ivity coupling between the two baseplates by some means.
Figure 2 shows that for Klz
	
^.0 w,'OC and 400 cutouts for ATC,
the EOL bulk temperature of 2540 in obtained for a 0°C louver
set point.	 This increase in conductive coupling can be accomp-
lished in two conventional ways:
a)	 Increase thickness of shear webs connecting
the two baseplates and increase wall thickness
of center column.
b)	 Employ higher conductivity material to gain
higher Kij with minimum weight increase.
Since the center column material is magnesium (K - 3.12 w/in0C),
any weight-effective increase in conductive coupling can be
accomplished only by increasing the wall thickness. 	 Changing the
material to higher density aluminum does not contribute effect-
ively.	 Hence increasing the conductive coupling by changing
material and increasing thickness of shear webs is investigated.
Table 4 shows candidate materials and their thermal conductivity
values.
Keeping the joint conductances the same (K = .3 w/in 2/°C for a
dry joint), the increase in shear web thickness to obtain specific
K12 results in certain weight increase, plotted in Figure 3 for
three candidate materials. 	 For a specific K12 from Figure 2,
corresponding bulk temperature can also be obtained for a select-
ed louver set point.	 This data is translated into Figure 4 which
shows bulk temperature vs	 total net weight change for the three
candidate materials for 0 C louver set point, EOL data. 	 This
data is already corrected for weight saving obtained by elimina-
ting doublerplates as shear web thickness increases. 	 It appears
that for a 250C bulk operating sepcification limit, 6061-T6
for shear webs results in a net weight gain of approximately 3.5
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n 	 3.4 Heat Pipe Configuration (Goddard 'Groove') (Configuration 4)
Figure 2 shows that increasing the K12 between the two baseplates
has considerable effect in reducing the maximum EOL bulk tempera-
tures. As an extrapolation effort to further increase the con-
ductive coupling between the two baseplates, heat pipes of iso-
thermalizer type (Goddard 'Groove') were incorporated in the sim-
plified thermal model.
The analysis deals with heat pipe on an overall bulk basis, in
that the effective increase in conductive coupling is lumped
into K12 which represents total conductive coupling between the
upper and lower baseplates. Table 5 shows design data for two
configurations; one with 40° ATC cutouts and one for no ATC cutouts.
Firtuze 5 illustrates the performance results for the two configura-
tions considered. Note that analysis is carried out for the
baseline 67.5% dutg cycle of science and playback payload for +45°
sun angle, for a 5 C louver set point. Only BOL data are plotted,
because the intention is to discuss the overall trend of the effect
of heat pipes. The actual EOL values can be obtained by adding
another 1 C to the BOL values.
3.4.1 00 ATC Cutout with Heat Pipes
The curves show that as the conductive coupling is increased
by adding mo6e heat pipes, the two baseplates get clamped together
with about 3 C asymptotic temperature differential between the two.
However, the hotter of the two baseplates (lower in this case)
does not cool off to 25 0C bulk temperature until at least 4
heat pipes are incorporated. The upper baseplate (the ATC controlled
one in this case), on the other hand, starts out with 9°C on the
(computer) baseplate temperature while the louver set point was
set at 50C. This means that louvers will be wide open, with
upper baseplate out of louver control range. Adding more heat
pipes only makes the situation worse. It may, at first, appear
that the final temperatures are acceptable, but without louvers
maintaining control of the upper baseplate, the failure analysis
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3.4.2 400 ATC Cutouts with Heat Pipes
Nose that the initial part of these curves (up to K12 = 4.5
w/ C) correspond to the curves shown in Figure 2. As would
be expected, the heat pipes help to clamp the two baseplates
together, with the upper baseplate always between 5 C - 60C
range, indicating that the upper baseplate is always under
louver control. The lower baseplate (hotter of the two, in
this case) bulk temperature drops to 250C for a K12 of about
3.5 W/oC, indicating that at least theoretically less
one Goddard groove heat pipe is necessary to achieve the
desired performance.
The most important piece of information is obtained by
observing that the greatest drop in bulk temperature is
obtained for K12 up to 5.0 w/oC equivalent to less than
one heat pipe. For across-the-baseplate-temperature-gradient
reasons, it would be necessary to have at least four heat
pipes, preferably six. All of which does not really contri-
bute to improving the bulk temperature performance.
Figure 6 shows 0 0 sun angle BOL data for the two configura-
tions. The heat pipes have almost the same clamping effect
on the two baseplates for the two configurations.
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It appears that increasing the conductive cou 1' 	 b	 increasingPP	 9	 nP^ g 	Y	
the shear web thickness to provide K 12 = 2.0 w/ C is very cost-
effective and weight-effective, compared to the other techniques.
}
Even though 400 ATC cutouts, 0°C louver set point provides
acceptable bulk temperature performance,	 Figure 7 shows that for
x12 = 2.0 w/°C, there is no louver margin at 	 ?'=450 for 67.5%
duty cycle.
50° Cutout, 0°	 Louver Set Point (Configuration 53.5 C 	(	
	
)
As was pointed out in Section 3.1, up to 55 0 ATC cutout possi-
bility exists without affecting the end solar array power.
Therefore, analysis is carried out for a 500 cutout, 0°C
louver set point which is also shown in Figure 7. 	 Again,
T only BOL values are 	 to make the design comparison.	 It can0shown
be seen that for 50
	
cutout, the upper baseplate is unde6
active louver control for all values of K 12 up to 4.5w/ C.
For K12 = 2.0 w/°C of interest, about 10% louver margin exists.
This margin can be applied towards uncertainty in box internal
power dissipations, failed louver case, etc. 	 Following parameters
constitute configuration 5:
14.5" 0 ATC
580 ATC cutouts in end panels
0 C louver set point
K12 = 2.0 w/oC	 (wt. penalty of 3.5 lbs)
For 67.5% duty cycle of science and playback payload, 45° sun
angle (hot case), this configuration provides upper EOL maximum
temperature of 25°C, with approximately 10% on louver margin.
The above description would indicate that the design configuration
has been evolved that meets the specification requirements, which
is indeed the case.	 However, following two considerations throw
some additional light on the situation:
a) The cutouts in the end panels would indicate the need
for a solar simulation test of the ATC assemblies to
provide adequate data on louver performance under solar
flux impingement.	 This test can be complex and costly.
b) Failure analysis of louver assemblies indicates that if
the louvers fail closed, the passive louver set point will
eventually open up the louvers.	 However, if the louver
happens to fail open, solar flux could penetrate the
spacecraft.	 Depending upon which louver assembly fails open,
some critical instruments could be directly illuminated by
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Hence these considerations make configuration 5 less attractive
and point to the need for closing off the end array ATC cutouts.
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Configuration No. 5 of 3.2.2-004-DN was shown to meet all
DE-A specification requirements. However, the failed-open
louver case of that configuration during orbital mission made
the spacecraft susceptible to solar flux penetration upon some
critical equipment. This catastrophic-type failure of some
equipment as well as the fact that ATC cutout make it necessary
to solar-simulate the spacecraft to evaluate the spacecraft
performance made that configuration less attractive.
It was recognized that the baseplates were strongly coupled to
their respective end arrays. Also, Section 3.1 of 3 . 2.2-004-DN
indicates that 8 strings of solar cells on end array can provide
sufficient power during T- + 18 0 , which is the reason that
up to 55 0
 of ATC cutout were possible. The same area as allo-
cated to ATC cutouts can be utilized to cool the end array,
thereby lowering the maximum bulk temperatures.
2. DESIGN CONFIGURATION
In order to design in certain positive louver margin, the
following parameters were selected to investigate the effect of
end array temperatures on the baseplates:
67.5% Duty Cycle
45 0 Sun Angle




Three different white paints with different BOL and EOL surface
properties were selected to carry out this parametric stud 
J ;Table 1 shows the preliminary end array surface property break-
down, accounting for solar cells with coverglass, ATC cold patch
to decouple the end array from the actuator housing, RIMS and
antenna bracket accommodation, basemetal area requirement and
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Table 1 data translates into Jifferent external sink values for
the three different materials, shown in Table 2. Table 3 shows
all the variable parameter data applicable for this configura-
tion. Note that all the fixed parameter data is given in
3.2.2-001-DN.
3.1 BASIC PERFORMANCE
Figure I shows the spacecraft bulk temperature for the three
selected paints a S/e for the radiator part of the end array. It
turns out that all three meet the specification requirement of
25°C on the hotter of the two baseplates. The controlled base-
plate is under louver control with some positive louver Margin.
Also plotted on the same figure is the maximum end array tempera-
ture for the 0 0 sun angle. The data arbitrarily includes 10°C
uncertainty factor for conservatism.
The IITRIS-13GLO with the least of the three louver margins and
highest end array temperature is selected for the detailed study,
for the worst cold case will require maximum solar array (elec-
trical as well as thermal)powew to maintain temperatures within
the spacecraft specifications.
3.2 DETAIL PERFORMANCE
The orbit-average temperatures of upper and lower base-
plates as a function of instrument-payload duty cycles, sun angles,
and BOL versus EOL variation in thermal properties are plotted
in Figures 2 and 3. Data for the 0-percent, 67.5 percent and
100 percent duty cycles are replotted in Figures 4, 5, and 6.
Table 4 extracts the data from these figures.
At the hig'i-temaperature end, nominal science payload duty cycle
of 60 percent (67.5 percent duty cycle of science and playback)
and spacecraft in orbital configuration, a maximum EOL tempera-
ture of 170C is obtained on the lower baseplate (see Table 4).
This steady-sta ge temperature combined with the thermal transients
(.+20C), gradient.s across the baseplates (+2 0C) and the uncertainty
factor- of *30C applied to the analytical predict gives a maximum
EOL bulk temperature of 24 0C, within: thespecification limit of
250C. Note that for additional 4 0C, i.e., 780C of bulk tempera-
ture (steady state) up to 100 percent duty cycle can be allowed.
For short duration, this 100 percent duty cycle may be run by
manipulating the time-constant of the spacecraft, as well as
running earlier 0 percent duty cycle, thereby starting off with
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A conservative assumption will be made here that says that the
DE-A spacecraft will go through a zero-degree sun angle after
injection prior to achieving final orbital configuration.	 Since
all the science instruments will be off during this maneuver,
this Oo sun angle, 0 percent duty cycle represents a worst
cold case.
	
Data for this can be obtained from Figure46 which
shows that the worst case cold BOL temperature is -35.5 C.
Note that this temperature (in fact, all the curves of Figure 4)
are obtained with louvers operating logically] that is, if the
temperature of the controlled baseplates happen to be below
the louver set point, then the computer program automatically
closes the louvers.	 As described earlier, the sunlit end of
the louvers are normally commanded close by disabling the ATCE
during the orbital configuration to prevent the sun heating up
the already hot baseplate. 	 The same sun, however, can be
used to warm up the spacecaaft when such solar flux becomes
desirable.
When the sunlit-sad louvers are commanded open by a set point
change, then-35.5 C temperature of the upper baseplate garms
up to -13.3 C.	 With the spacecraft sensitivity of .484 C/watt
for 00 BOL curve (see Figure 2), this will require about 17.0
watts of heater power to bring the bulk temperature to -50C
(non-operational limit).	 This combined with 22.0 watts of con-
tinuous load gives a minimum required power of 39 watts. 	 Figure
7 shows total BOL solar array available power during this initial
turnaround maneuver.	 Note that the spacecraft will be turned
at the rate of 6 0/day.	 At all times there is some positive
heater margin to keep the spacecraft within its specification
(non-operational).
In addition, if need be, some battery power is available for
short duration to supply the heater power. 	 The time-constant
A
of the spacecraft will also act favorably during this transient
maneuver.	 For those critical items that require higher than
-5 C, the ATCE heaters may be strategically located in order
to gain advantage of the gradient characteristic.
The orbital minimum sun angle will be limited to +18°. Again
looking at Figure 4 for 0 percent duty cycle, it appears that
°.the 90	 sun angle is much colder than the +18With the
sensitivity of X 44 C /watt, there is plenty of power availabl4-
°C,at 90	 sun angle to keep the spacecraft bulk at 0within
the specification.
Summarizing, this configuration has satisfied the specifica-
a
tion lkits of 25°C to 0oC (operational) ' bn	 the bulk basis,
and -5'C (non-operational) during the turnaround maneuver.
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3.3 Duty Cycle Variations
^A
Figure 8 shows DE-A science and playback payload duty cycles
as a function of sun angle for the specification temperature
of 250C for BOL & EOL variation. These plots have been
generated utilizing data from Figures 2 and 3 and include the
thermal transients, gradients and the uncertainty factor.
	
'	 Also plotted on this figure are the duty cycles, BOL and
EOL as determined by the available power as a function of
sun angle. The two, temperature limited and power limited,
provide a composite duty cycle curve also shown in Figure S.
3.4 Solar Array Thermal Performance
The end solar arrays have been looked at in considerable
design detail (Tables 1 through 3). Lowering their tempera-
ture has enabled the spacecraft bulk temperatures to be
within specification, without any cutouts for the ATC's.
The orbit -average temperatures of the end array for the
67.5% duty cycles are plotted in Figure 9.
The orbit average temperature of side array as function of sun
angle is shown in Figure 10, which hasn ' t changed much from
original design note 3.2.2-003 -DN. Both end and side array
temperatures for specific sun angles are extracted from these
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=	 Table 5. Solar Array Temperature for Orbit-Average
Steady-State at 67.5% Duey Cycle of Science and
Playback Payload
Solar Array Sun Angle Orbit-AverageTemperature Reference(degree) C)
BOL EOL
Top-ATC of 18 -75 -72 Figure 9








Array 45 -10 -10










In addition to satisfying the specification temperature
limits, following advantages have been realized by this
configuration:
1. Since no cutouts will be present in the end
panel, this eliminates the need for solar
simulation testing of the ATC configuration
to verify the design and the thermal model.
2. Failed-open louver case can be handled
easily by this configuration, with no solar
flux impinging upon any critical equipment
causing catastrophic failures.
3. Lowering the temperature of end array increases
the solar cells efficiency, thereby reducing
the required number of cells. This makes more
area available for radiator purposes to further
cool the end array. This 'self-feeding' effect is
an important parameter that provides some control
on the thermal design.
4. It has been discussed earlier that the passive
set point of the louver bimetal housing require
that the ATC housing be somewhat decoupled from
the high end-array temperature. Lowering the
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The DE-B presents less severe thermal conditions than the
DE-A, since the variation in external thermal factors from worst-
case cold to worst-case hot orbit will be smaller and the space-
craft will be rotated through 180 when the sun crosses the orbit
plane to maintain the top of the spacecraft in anti-sun side.
Like AE, the active louver control will not be required on the
bottom surface.
It is assumed that the similar Active Thermal Control (ATC) con-
figuration as used on the AE spacecraft will be used for this mis-
sion, with a 'fine tuning' improvement of performance to be
accomplished as the detail design progresses.
2. DESIGN CONFIGURATION
The principal features of the DE-B thermal design are illustrated
in Figure 1. This design is similar to that of the Atmosphere Ex-
plorer spacecraft.
The top array substrate serves as the principal sink for the internal
power dissipation. This surface is on the antisun side of the space-
craft and has the least variation in external thermal factors. It
serves to minimize the baseplate-temperature variation with changes in
orbital power dissipation. The upper hat will include four 20-inch
diameter active-thermal-control louvers, of the same double-blade pin-
wheel type that was used on Atmosphere Explorer. These will be used to
vary the radiative coupling from the upper baseplate equipment to
cold space through cutouts in that substrate. Controlled radiation
couplings from the side-array surfaces to the internal equipment are
accomplished through the use of black paint and gold tape applied
to the inside of the side arrays. The external thermal factors on
these array surfaces have a direct relation to internal power dissi-
pation and tend to magnify the temperature differences between worst-
case hot and worst-case cold conditions.
The power dissipation from the internal equipment is distributed un-
equally between the upper and lower baseplates. The lower baseplate
will carry about 1/3 of the total power dissipation. This compen-
sates for the smaller coupling between this baseplate and the top
sink and equalizes the temperature levels for all internal equip-
went.
ATCE controlled heaters are Frovided on the upper and lower baseplates
to prevent equipment temperatures from falling below the allowable




The shunt-limiter components are distributed over both the end
and side arrays.
	 The resistance section of the limiter is spread
uniformly over the entire array surface using a serpentine re-
sistance-wire layout.
	 The transistors are placed on corner
brackets between the end and side arrays to distribute the power
in accordance with array temperatures.
	
The relatively uniform die-
tribution of power over the array surfaces
	
inimizes the effect of
shunt-limiter dissipation on internal equipment and array tempera-
tures.
Simplified thermal model data for the DE-B spacecraft is described
in DE design note 3.2.2-002-DN, which also describes variable para-
meters that depend on louver position.
	
Table 1 provides variable
parameters for this configuration. Appendix A contains a representa-
tive printout of computer program for a 508 duty cycle of science
aldn playback payload.
3.	 THERMAL PERFORMANCE
Thermal performance of the baseline configuration as described
#
in the DE Technical Proposal NO. 102658 -C, June 30, 1978 dictated
maximum EOL bulk temperature of 300C, out of temperature sgecifica-
^' tion limit of 25 0C.	 The minimum BOL bulk temperature of 0 C for the
orbital configuration was shown to meet the temperature specification	 3
limit.
As a result, parametric study was carried out to evaluate the effect
7= of active louver setpoirt on the maximum bulk temperature. 	 Again, it
should be noted that the analy tical predictions have to be corrected
for the thermal transients ( + 20C), thermal gradients ( + 20C) across
the baseplates and the uncertainty factor of + 30C, applied to the sim-
plified steady-state temperature of the lower baseplate. 	 Therefore,
for the maximum ,.uIk temperature specification limit of 25 0C, the
analytical prediction has to be below 180C.
Orbit-average temperatures of lower and upper baseplates as function
--
of louver setpoints, sun angles and BOL versus EOL variations, in
thermal properties ace plotted in Figure 2 and 3, respectively,
for 508 duty cycle of science and playback payload. 	 Figure 2
tt shows that the maximum gOL lower baseplate temperat8re for a 60 
*sulklouver setpoint is 17.8 C which corresponds to 24.8 C on
• basis, below the 25 C specification limit. 	 Figure 3 shows that
both lower setpoints keep th8 upper 3aseplate under louver control
for sun angles of 30° and 90 , but 0 	 sun angle is clearly out
f of the louver control range, requiring some heater power for BOL0
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g	 The orbit-averse tem dratrrAs of upper
	 lower baseplatesg	 p	 ppe and 	  as 
function of instrument-pay*.o&d duty cycles, sun angles, and bvL
versus EOL variations in tb ,%rm.,.L properties are plotted in Figures
4 and 5. Data for the 0-L.-- c-st.t and 50 percent cycles of the
science payload are replotted in Figures 6 6 7. Table 2 extracts
the data from these two figures and shows that for 0-degree sun
•	
angle and 0-percent duty cycle (representing injection into orbit,
experiments-off condition), the upper baseplate reaches the cold
temperature of -14.70C if no heaters are present. The ATCS control
provides for the heater power when the thermistor senses the upper
baseplate temperature below 1°C. Figures 4 and 5 show that the
spacecraft temperature sensitivity to power dissipation is about
.412 C/watt. This will require about 36 watts of heater power to
maintain the upper baseplate at OoC, for 0-percent duty cycle on
the Science payload with the spacecraft at 0-degree sun angle. As-
suming a 10 to 12 percent increase in solar array power from the EOL
T	
power value of 75.2 watts gives about 83.5 watts of total EOL avail-
able power. Since the required power, incluiing continuous load, is
78 watts, there is adequate power margin t4 maintain spacecraft above
0 C during the initial ^njection. Figure 6 also shows that for the
minimum sun angle of l8 , with the upper and lower baseplates are
above 0°C I not requiring any heater power during nominal orbital con- r`
figuration.
Tabl8 2 shows that the maximum EOL upper baseplate temperature is
6.71 C, which correspond to a 164^r margin of about 296. This mar- ^-
gin can be applied towards the lbumm failure analysis or lowering
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3.2	 Duty Cycle Variations
Figure 6 shows DE-B science and playback payload duty
cycles as
	 function of sun angle for the specification tempera-
ture of 258C  for BOL and EOL variation.
	
These plots have been
generated by utilizing data froth Figures 4 and 5 and extrapolat-
ing from Figure 5.
	 They include the thermal transient gradients
and the uncertainty factor effects.
	
Also plotted on this figure
are the duty cycles, BOL and EOL, as determined by the available
power from solar arrays as a function of sun angle. 	 The two,
temperature limited and power limited, provide a composite duty
cycle curve, also shown in Figure B.
4.	 DISCUSSION
It is shown that by lowering the active setpoint of the louver
-'
to 6°C and increasing the conductive coupling between the baseplates
(to m$ke them same as for DE-A), the upper maximum bulk temperature
of 25 C has been achieved.	 In addition, about 29% additional louver
heat dumping capability exists, some of which can be utilized to
lower the end and side array temperatures which will ultimately re-
sult in a higher minimum duty cycle as dictated by the available
_ power.	 At the cold end, both during injection as well as for orbital
configuration, plenty of he$ter margin exists to maintain the space-
craft bulk temperature at 0 C.
Table 3 lists temperature specifications for instruments and selected
components, which are all above the upper bulk temperature of 25 C.
Those items with 0°C minimum operational limit may be provided with
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COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF STEADY-STATE
TEMPERATURE FOR A REPRESENTATIVE
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A 21-node thermal math model of Dynamics Explorer-B spacecraft LAPI
(Low Altitude Plasma Instrument) and Scan Platform has been developed. 
The 0model hasrovided the temperature distribution in both cold case
(90	 sun angle and hot case (30	 sun angle) for various duty cycles.
- The model's geometry configuration, form factors, Radiation Couplings
(RIJ's),	 view to space sink and orbit average external absorbed flux
are generated by CDC TRASYS computer program. 	 The steady state
temperature distribution of two orbits are computed from RCA in-house
TH014 steady-state thermal program. 	 The nodal properties, conduction
couplings (KIJ's) and power dissipations are supplied by GSFC. 	 The
spacecraft features simulated by this model are: 	 magnetometer,
LAPI stacks, scan platform, adapters, center 	 column, driving motor
housing , baseplate, and solar array.
The following data is contained in this report:
1.	 Plots and tables showing the nodal	 identification, properties
and location.
2. Model's 3-dimension and orthographic view plots from TRASYS
program.
3. Tables of absorbed nodal external flux.
4. Tables of data used in TH014.





1. The elliptical orbit has an apogee of 1200 km and a perigee
of 275 km.
2. Heat is transferred by conduction and radiation.
3. Neglect the external flux incident through LAPI sensors
slot openings.
`
4. Inside S/C is assume as a sink of 25°C and 0°C for
30	 sun angle and 90
	
sun angle respectively.
5. Magnetometer is in stowed position.
6. The	 scan platform (flower pot) has 75% see-through cutouts.
7. There is no wrap around the LAPI stacks.
8. Following design parameters are part of the model:
a)	 Motor is hard-coupled to the diaphragm adapter.
b)	 Diaphragm adapter is hard-coupled to the separation
adapter.C)
	
All internal surfaces of separation adapter,





3.	 Thermal Model and Performance
Two nodal identification systems are used for the model.
	
One consists
of 43 nodes for a geometry model, used in TRASYS program to generate
view factors	 RIJ and external fluxes; the other one is a 21 nodes
thermal model used in TH014 program to predict the temperature per-
formance.	 The nodes and	 sinks	 are shown in Table 1 through Table 3.
iT. Table 4 to Table 7 are the data input for TH014 program to obtain
the temperature distribution.
t The nodal absorbed external flux of two orbits for 300 and 90o sun
angles are listed in Table 8 and 9 respectively.
Due to the fact that view factors to the space of some external
nodes are less than 1, the inaccuracy will occur when calculating the
external aboorbed heat input.
	
This has been compensated by adding the
.. so called "S/C external nodal Absorbed Heat Input not accounted for
with external sinks", as shown in Table 10, to the heat source data
block in program THOM
Table 11 lists the nodal heat input of various duty cycle for two
different orbits.
The detail geometric configuration of the model are illustrated in
Figure 1 through Figure 5.
The results of the analysis can be found in Table 12, Figure 6 and 7. 	 The high
voltage power supply ang central electronic package will be op8ratir.9
at 39 C in ho^ case (30
	 sun angle and IOU% duty cycle) and -9 C in
cold case (90
	
sun anglg and 0% duty cycle).	 The LAPI sensor stackso
will be operating at 43 C in hot case and -60C in cold case.	 The
drive motor power dissipation of 6 watts is included in this analysis.
4.	 Discussion
Latest information from GSFC indicates that the most probable duty cycle
of LAPI and scan platform will be 25% toi40%. 	 The analysis has indicated
that in this My cycle, the HVPS (Ngde 17) and CEP (Node 18) will be
operating at 31 C in hot case and -1 C in cold case. 	 These are computer
generated steady state temperature predictions which do not include
uncertainty factor and thermal transients.
	
The LAPI sensor stacks operation-
al temperature, 380C in hot case, is considerably high. 	 Therefore, a
thermal shielding wrap around LAPI stack is recommended in order to reduce
external flux impingement.
	
Some fine- tuning of external properties may
also be investigated, taking into account BOL vs EOL variation.
s.Z.t-uui -UN
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Nodes Description Material Correa: N	 dingTRASYS Nodes
1 Magnetometer 1-6
2 LAPI Stack #1 Mg Az 31 BH24 7
3 LAPI Stack M2 8
4 LAPI Stack #3 9
5 Magnetometer holding platform 10-11
6 Flower Pot Top Platform 16-17
7 Flower Pot Side AL2024-T6 18-19
8 Adapter Top Spring Holder (Disc) AL7075-773 34-35
9 Flower Pot bottom AL2024-T6 20-21
10 Driving Motor Housing Adapter AL6061-1`6 22
11 Driving Motor Housing to 23-25
12 Diaphragm adapter MgAz31B 30-31
13 Driving motor housing bottom A16061-T6 25
14 S/C Center Column MgAz31BH24 36-37
15 Adapter (conical part) A17075-773 38
16 Adapter (cylinder part) of 32-33
17 High Voltage Power Supply MgAz31B 45-49
18 Central Electronic Package MgAz31B 51-55
19 Sun Shield (cylind Stainless Steel 26
20 Solar Array - 40-41
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2	 LAPI Stack 01
3	 LAPI Stack 02
4	 LAPI Stack 03
5	 Magnetometer holding pletform
6	 Flower Pot Top Platform
7	 Adapter top sping holder
8	 Adapter (cylinder part)
9	 Sun shield
10	 Solar Array










Table 4. Orbit Average External Sink Value Is (watts/in2)
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Tabl a 8. SI EXua111a l MOMM I nwavl L GM
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2-3-4 LAPI Sensor 6.3
11,13 Driving Motor 6.0
17 High Voltage Power 4.2
Supply
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Figure 1.	 LAPIiScan latform Schematic!
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Because of sun impingement on all sides of the DE-A spacecraft,
the hot end solar array causes high temperature problems for
the louver actuator design. The bimetallic actuator needs to
be cooled to reasonably low temperature levels so that a louver
}	 passive set point can be selected which results in acceptable
normal louver operation. This note presents a design configura-
tion that incorporates an insulating structural block between
the bimetallic housing and the end solar array substrate. Addi-
tionally, there is a cold patch concentric with and larger than
the housing diameter to locally cool the structural block. Both
design changes help achieve acceptable temperature ranges for
the bimetallic spring and the housing.
Only the hot end problem is analyzed here. It is assumed that
T	
the cold end (normal louver operation) design is substantially
the same as for the Atmosphere Explorer louver design.
2. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The active-thermal-control hardware required for the DE-A space-
craft includes louvers on both ends of the spacecraft. The
louvers (either end) are used in their normal mode (i.e., like
DE-B) when they are not sun-illuminated. Since DE-A will not
perform a 180-degree rotation when the sun crosses the orbit
plane, the sun will be incident on each side of the spacecraft
at some point in the mission. Figure 1 shows the louver con-
figuration when sun-illuminated. The ATC portion of the end
solar array will achieve an average temperature of 80°C when
normally illuminated with the louvers closed. The primary design
concern is one of effective isolation and cooling of the bimetal
housing when its side of the spacecraft is illuminated. One
design approach is to cover a portion (preferably a diameter con-
centric with larger than the housing) of the hat with a low a/c
surface that will reduce the maximum temperature of the hat
section immediately adjacent to the bimetal housing, resulting
in a more desirable operating environment:. This technique also
relies on a relatively low conduction from the solar-cell-covered
portion of the ATC part of the end solar array to the law a/c
covered portion via locally reduced skin thickness or low thermal-
conductivity materials as shown in Figure 2.
The end solar array achieves a maximum temperature of 80°C for
+18 0 sun angle. This is the assumed design case for which the
Fimetal coil will be designed. The sunlit louvers will be com-
manded close by disabling the ATCE bimetallic heater. This puts
the ATC under the passive operation whereby the passive set point
(the temperature where bimetallic heater starts to open, without
being supplied external heater power, by being radiatively coupled
to the hot end array) of the bimetallic heater should be higher





{	 3. DESIGN CONFIGURATION
The louver actuator housing design shown in Figure 2 is the same
as that of AE spacecraft, except for the following additions:
e
a) There is 3 bimetal -housing-support block of low-conductivity
^ 	 material. This structural block provides isolation of the bi-
metal housing from the hot end ari av substrate. Two different
materials are investigated to carry -)ut the parametric study
to evaluate the effect of conductivity on the bimetallic coil
temperature.
b) There is a cold patch concentric with and larger than the
actuator housing diameter. This patch 10 mil Al/Teflon, bonded
on space facing aide of the structural block, will provide a
local cooling effect of the structural block, thereby assisting
the block to isolate the actuator housing from the substrate.
The dynamic loads and stress analysis of this configuration will
have to show that addition of this structural block can be accom-
plished by the two sele cted or other available materials. Any
design change dictated by the stress analysis can be incorporated
without altering the major thermal assumptions.:. Table 1 shows
the mechanical and thermal properties of the two selected materials.
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4. THERMAL MODEL AND PERFORMANCE
A 7-node simplified thermal model of the ATC assembly is des-
§L	 cribed in Table 2 and Figure 2. Table 2 also lists the external
sinks, of which the equivalent black body radiation values are
given in Table 4. Table 3 lists all the internal and external
radiation couplings and conductive couplings between the nodes.
3	 Two materials for the isolating structural block are considered
to evaluate the parametric effect of conductance on the bi-
metallic coil temperatures. These two materials - Polycarbofil
G50/40 and Gll Fiberglass/Epoxy - have different mechanical
properties (See Table 1). The selection of one or the other (or
similar other material) will be determined by thermal and mech-
anical requirements.
Assuming end solar array substrate (Honeycomb Hat) at 80°C and
R	
spacecraft-baseplate at 25°C (constant temperature nodes), the
simplified thermal model predictions show that the bimetallic coil
can be adequately cooled to about 31°C by higher strength Gll
epoxy-fiberglass. Applying an uncertainty factor of +5°C results
in a maximum coil temperature of 36°C.
If the louver passive set point is set at 40°C (above 36 0 C), then
applying AT of 30°C to fully open the louver actively requires
that the bimetallic coil be heated up to about 70°C which is an
acceptable temperature of the bimetallic coil.
'	 The data for the two materials of the structural block are plotted
in Figure 3. Even though this is a simplified model of the ATC
assembly, this model has indicated that it is possible to cool
the bimetallic actuator housing and the coil to acceptable levels.
The extended model will address to the foglowing details:
a) Gradients through the structural block;
b) Accurate values of conductive couplings across the joint
between substrate and housing;
c) Heater requirements for the normal louver operation.
M







































2 Upper Structural Block
3 Bimetal Housing
4I	 ; Bimetal Coil
5 Louver Support Hub
I	 6	 I Baseplate
7 Lower Structural Block
SINK	 ; DESCRIPTION
1 ATC Cold Patch
2 Space
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TABLE 4. EXTERNAL SINK VALUES
SINK	 SINK EQUIVALENT BLACK BODY RADIATION
Watts in2
BOL. 18 DEGREE SUN AMBLE
1	 .222
2	 1	 0
TABLE 5. THERMAL PERFORMANCE OF ATC













3 20.7 35.7	 i
4 22.6 31.2
5 24.9 25.7







It is shown that the louver bimetallic spring can be cooled to 360C
by incorporating a structural block between the actuator housing
and the end solar array substrate, along with a cold patch on
the block facing the space to locally cool the area.
	 Following
^ scenarios for the DE-A louver operation are offered:
a)	 When sun is incident on a louver side, the louver heater
3 on that side will be deactivated by ground command and the louver
3 will be closed.
	 This type of operation requires that the passive
* opening point ( set-point) of the louver be set at a temperature
higher than the housing ' s maximum equilibrium temperature.	 The
bimetal housing achieves a maximum equilibrium temperature of
360 Cfor worst-case conditions, then, to remain closed d the
passive opening temperature must be set higher than 36 C 	 The
passive set-point is an important parameter in the louver design,
since it dictates the amount of heater power required to open
. the louvers when louver operation is desired (the higher the
passive set-point, the higher the required power to open the
louvers).
	 Also, since the bimetal must be elevated to a temp-
] erature higher than the set-point (
_30°C higher) to fully open
the louver, the actuator housi&g and the bimetal will be qual-
ified to temperatures up to 80 C.
b) When the sun is not incident on a louver side, the louver
on that side will operate normally as a function of the base-
plate temperature. To open, TCE will activate the bimetal heater,
elevating the bimetal temperature until the louver is in a full-
open position. This operation is similar to the Atmosphere Ex-
plorer louver-system operation. Since the passive set-point is
set to satisfy scenario (a), the louver heater will have to drive
the bimetal to a temperature approximately 30°C higher than the
passive set-point while in a worst-case cold (no sun on hat) en-
vironment.
The emittance characteristic of the outside of ATC assembly facing
the space has not been substantially altered by the design change.
Although not analyzed here, the cold case simulation of the nom-
inal louver operation will not result in much too different temp-
eratures for the actuator housing than that 'or the Atmosphere
Explorer. If anything, the situation is better with a structural
insulating block between the actuator housing and the cold end
array substrate, which will maintain the housing and the bimetal





Hence, even though the passive set point of the louver dictated
by scenario (a) may be higher than that for the Atmosphere Ex-
plorer louver design, the total temperature differential re-
quired to fully rotate the bimetal would be about the same, re-
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Current status of the boon and antenna designs are in the pre-
liminary stage where only overall location information is
available.	 The mechanical design has not progressed enough
t::,
 yield a reasonable thermal model.	 However, preliminary
° thermal analysis has been carried out that specifies certain
i.nterfa^,e temperature requirements, external surface finish
requirements and auxiliary heater requirements when the design
is biased towards a cold operational performance.
2.	 Assessment of Design Requirements
2.1
	 MAG .a • Astromast Boom (DE-A and DE-B)
Inte'... ace at MAG
Memo of Jira Marshburn, GSFC/NASA, dated July 3, 1978 specifies
a .3 watt custom design heater bonded to the inside of the
+ magnetometer mounting plate tg maintai$ the MAG-A between 180C
s- and 27 C and MAG-B between 18 C and 35 C with booms between
-40°C and +400C respectively.	 This design also requires that
the Mag mounting plate be isolated from the magnetometer
base by use of titanium spacers and Delrin washers.
Since the magnetometer shadows the mounting plate for all the
sun angles, a VDA finish for the mounting plate is recommended
to minimize the radiation coupling between the two.
2.2	 Astromast Interface at Spacecraft (DE-A and DE-B)
The Astromast housing is recessed inside the spacecraft. 	 When
fully deployed, the housing will form a cavity susceptible to
all external fluxes.	 The spacecraft baseplate interface will
be running at 250C (at 450 sun ang18 for DE-A) and O°C (at
90° sun angle for DE-A). 	 In the 90	 sun angle case, this
cavity could form a significant heat-leak which will be mini-
mized by following design recommendations:
a)	 Backside of magnetometer housing will be fully
blanketed.
b)	 The inside of the housing will be coated with
 specular VDA to minimize external flux absorption.
2.3 PWI on Astromast Boom (DE-A and DE-B)
The PWI and the stub boom on the Astromast do not shadow the
mounting plate as much as the magnetometer does. In order
to ninimize the heat exchange across the mounting plate, the
mounting plate will be covered with low a, high a surface finish,




2.4 S-Band Antenna (DE-A)
The bracket hinge supporting this antenna will undergo follow-
("	 ing environment:
a) Antenna will be deployed prior to 70 rpm spin-
up. As a re8ult, it may see the initial sun
^.	
angle of 108 .
b) In orbit, the bracket will see the extreme
temperature swings  of the end solar array
from -110 C to +80 C.
c) The hinge and the damper, while antenna is
being deployed, should be between OOC and
20 C.
d) After antenna deployed, the bracket hinge and
th8 damper temperature should not exceed
^-	 50 C (40 C preferably).
These environment and temperature requirements dictate
that the hinge-damper design will be biased towards gold
end, with a small heater to keep the assembly near 0 C
under extreme cold conditions. The external finish con-
figuration will consist of Goddard-white (NS43C) paint
(a = .3,




These conceptual therm.'. designs for the booms and the
antennas are provided as guide lines for when the mechanical
design starts to address to these details.
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To achieve temperature control of the spacecraft components during the
DE missions, both Passive Thermal Control Elements and Active Thermal
Control Elements are used.
	
Because of the differences in the spacecraft
operational modes and external thermal factors, individual designs are
necessary to meet the mission requirements.
	
This design note summarizes
the design of thermal hardware, requirements for new hardware, areas of
design difficulty for new hardware.
	
Detailed descriptions of the thermal
performances of the spacecrafts are given in 3.2.2-003 thru 006-DN.
2.0
	 Passive Thermal Control
}'y Passive Thermal Control is obtained through careful selection of surface
coatings, surface finishes, thermal conductive materials, thermal
blankets, and thermal shields.
	
Tables 1 and 2 list various coatings and
finishes, and their application for DE-A and DE-B spacecrafts, re-
` spectively.
	 Table 3 provides the characteristics of different thermal
conduction control materials and locations at which they are used.
r
Thermal shields are used where prutection from solar or aerodynamic
heating is required.
	 The thermal shields provided are a single layer of
2-mil second-surface : I uminized Teflon, used to cover the separation-
adapter open structure between the PWI booms and the separation ring at
both ends on DE-A and at the bottom end on DE-B. 	 These shields provide
sun-shielding of the +z and -z end during on-orbit operation.
3.2.2-010-ON
Page 3
TABLE 1	 DE-A THERMAL-CONTROL FINISHES AND COATINGS
Coating/Finish Application ! °^
Minimum
 Max mum Minimum Maximum
Black Paint Upper & Lower baseplate, 0.93 0.96 0.85 0.9
shear webs, center -column,
(Chemglaze Z-306) separation adapter ex-
ternal	 (except 4-in. wide
polished aluminum section






White Paint Center-band antenna bracket 0.25 0.6 0.84 0.88
Che	 laze Z-202
White Paint Upper-hat out-board finish 0.2 0.4 0.84 0.88
except solar cells, lower-
(IITRI S-13 GLO) hat outboard finish except
solar cells.
Second-surface Upper-hat side in-board, 0.32 0.37 0.5 0.55
aluminized Kapton lower-hat side in-board
sheet (0.05 mil) insulation blanket.
reinforced with
Dacron Cloth
Buffed Aluminum Separation ring, edges of - - - -
ATC opening. 
Polished Aluminum Separation-adapter-well 0.08 0.15 0.02 0.05
equipment  ex osed surfaces.
Second-surface Separation adapter well 0.13 0.2 0.62 0.67
aluminized Teflon equipment exposed surfaces,
sheet	 2 mil thermal shield external.
Second-surface ATC cold patches 0.15 0.2 0.79 0.83
aluminized Teflon
sheet	 10 mil
Goddard White RIMS Ground Plane S-Band 	 ` 0.2 0.3 0.92 0.92
Goddard Green Antenna Bracket, bare- to A6 to 0. 7
metal ground planes and areas*
* Electrically conductive paint to satisfy bare-metal area requirements with
acceptable thermal properties.
Page 4
TABLE 2	 DE-B THERMAL-CONTROL FINISHES AND COATINGS
Coating/Finish Application oe F_
M nimum Maximum _95  Maximum
Black Paint Upper and lower baseplates, 0.93 0.96 0.85 0.9
shear webs, center-column,
(Chemblaze Z-306) separation adapter external
(except 4-inch wide polished
aluminum section adjacent to
hat flange), internal-
equipment surfaces, lower-




White Paint Center-board antenna bracket. 0.25 0.6 0.84 0.88
Chem laze Z-202
White Paint Upper-hat outboard finish 0.2 0.4 0.84 0.88
except solar cells, lower-
(IITRI S-13-GLO) hat outboard finish except
solar cells.
Alternate black- Upper-hat side in-board, Controlled Controlled
chemglaze and lower-hat side in-board.
gold-tape stripes
Gold-tape/gold Upper-hat top in-board, 0.19 0.25 0.02 0.05
finish except ATC, ATC actuator
housing outside.
Buffed Aluminum Separation ring, edges of - - - -
ATC opening. 
Polished Aluminum Separation-adapter-well 0.08 0.15 0.02 0.05
equipment  ex osed surfaces.
Second surface Separation-adapter-well 0.13 0.2 0.62 0.67
aluminized Teflon equipment exposed surfaces,















TABLE 3 THERMAL-CONDUCTION-CONTROL MATERIALS
Material Type Thermal Characteristics Use Location
Gll Epoxy Fiberglass Provides high thermal Bushings betwen
resistance to heat flow separation adapter and
and high strength. bottom hat.	 Actuator
housing support between
top and bottom array
and actuator housing on
DE-A.
G50/40 Poly Provides high thermal Bushings between base-
carbofil resistance. lates and hats.
Unprimed RTV Improves thermal At mounting interfaces




The application and construction of thermal-insulation blankets used on the
spacecraft are given below. Blanket assembly and attachment to spacecraft
surfaces are accomplished using urethane "button tacks", Velcro zippers, and
tapes.
• Spacecraft:-Side Outer Layer
— Second-surface aluminized Kapton, 0.5 mil reinforced
l-
with Dacron cloth.
— Inner Layers (10 layers).
— Double-sided aluminized Mylar, 0.25-mil thick.
— Separators (11 layers).
— Dacron net, 1/8-inch honeycomb weave.
• Anti-Spacecraft-Side Outer Layer





	 Active Thermal Control
Active Thermal Control Elements consist of heaters, louvers, and ATCE
units. It is through the usage of these elements that the cooling
and heating spacecraft components are achieved. In this section the
heating elements and louvers used on the DE spacecrafts are briefly
described.
Active Control Louvers
Four 20-inch diameter, double bladed, rotating vane, and bimetal
actuated louvers (Figs. 1 and 2) which are similar to those on the
AE spacecraft, are mounted on the antisun side of the spacecraft
(Fig. 3), providing a radiation coupling to space which is variable.
The louvers are actuated by a heating element located on the bimetal
element housing. A sensor, located on the upper baseplate,is set to
turn on the heater at a preselected temperature, driving the louver
open. A louver system design almost identical to the AE spacecraft is
applicable to the DE-B spacecraft,
The active thermal control hardwa-e required for the DE-A spacecraft
includes louvers (Fig. 4) on both ends of the spacecraft. The
louvers (either end) are used in their normal mode (i.e., like DE-B)
when they are not sun-illuminated, since DE-A will not perform a
180-degree rotation when the sun crosses the orbit plane; however, the
sun will be incident on each side of the spacecraft at some point in
the mission. Figure 5 shows the louver configuration when sun-
illuminated. The ATC portion or the end solar array will achieve an
average temperature of 80 C when normally illuminated with the louvers
closed. The primary design concern is one of effective isolation and
cooling of the bimetal housing when its side of the spacecraft is
illuminated. One design approach is to cover a portion (preferably a
diameter concentric with the housing) of the hat with a low c</ Esurface
that will reduce the maximum temperature of the hat section immediately
adjacent to the bimetal housing, resulting in a more desirable
operating environment. This technique also relies on a relatively low
conduction from the solar-cell-covered portion of the ATC part of the
end solar array to the low Oe/ F covered portion via locally reduced
skin thickness or low thermal-conductivity materials as shown in
Figure 6. A preliminary thermal analysis shows that temperature of
th5 isolated hat section s8rrounding the housing will be lower than
40 C when the hat is at 80 C. The scenarios for DE-A louver operation
are as follows:
(1) When sun is incident on a louver side, the louver heater on that
side will be deactivated by ground command and the louver will be
closed. This type of operation requires that the passive opening
point (set-point) of the louver be set at a temperature higher than
the housing's maximum equilibrium temperature. For example, if
thS bimetal housing achieves a maximum equilibrium temperature of
40 C for worst-case conditions, then, to remain closed, the passive
F
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' opening temperature must be set higher than 40°C.	 The passive
set-point is an important parameter in the louver design, since
it dictates the amount of heater power required to open the
louvers when louver operation is desired (the higher the
passive set-point, the higher the required power to open the
louvers).	 Also, since the bimetal n-iusa be elevated to a temp-
erature higher than the set-point ( —_30 C higher) to fully open
the louver, the activator housing 8nd the bimetal will be
qualified to temperatures up to 80 C.
(2) When the sun is not incident on a louver side, the louver on
that side will operate normally as a function of the baseplate
temperature.
	 To open, TCE will activate the bimetal heater,
elevating the bimetal temperature until the louver is in a full
open position.
	 This operation is similar to the Atmosphere
Explorer louver-system operation.
	
Since the passive set-point
is set to satisfy scenario one, the louver heater wall have to
drive the bimetal to a temperature approximately 30 C higher
than the passive set-point while in a worst-case cold (no sun
on hat) environment.
	
If a louver design simi lar to the
Atmosphere Explorer design is used, the required louver heater 3
power will be higher than the Atmosphere Explorer louver power.
' A decrease in louver heater power is possible by employing a
current TIROS-N design in the bimetal/heater area. 	 The design
consists of bonding the heating element directly to the
bimetal coil rather than the housing surrounding the coil as
was done for Atmosphere Explorer. 	 The advantages of this design
are increased-temperature response of the louver and more direct
heating of the bimetal coil with reduced bimetal heater-power
requirements.
Active Control Heaters
Heater elements characteristics are summarized in Table 4. 	 This thin
film strip-type heater has been successfully used for body heating











Non-inductive, nichrome or cupronickel
24 or 30 AWG stranded, Ka pton insulated*




0.1-inch radius or greater
1000 Megohms minimum at 500 Vdc
-2000C to 2320C
-2000C to 2600C
Up to 70 watts/square-inch when properly
heat sunk
Weight	 Less than 0.25 gram per square-inch
Finish	 Aluminum foil on bonded side
Heat Distribution
	 Uniform
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This Design Note covers preparatory work necessary to begin solar cell
layout and, ultimately, to determine the required number and size of
solar cells as well as the solar array power.
Solar cell analysis performed for the DE program to date has been
updated to reflect the NOVA cell technology. Series cell require-
ments and cell current availability have been computed for the radia-
tion regime of the DE orbits. The 30-mil fused silica glass thickness
has been found to offer nearly as much protection as the 60-mil
thickness considered previously, with the added benefit of a sizable
weight reduction. Preliminary layout considerations concentrate
on preservation of the 2 X 2 cm cell size as a potential manufacturing
cost advantage and to preserve legacy established on another RCA
program; further work, however, is required in this area. The side
array of the DE-B spacecraft has been used as the "driver" in the
tradeoff analyses as the array portion most in need of power enhance-
ment.
Shadowing loss protection analysis has been limited to an allowance
for an increased number of series solar cells as in prior analyses.
2.0 Tentative Conclusions and Future Effort
Use of the NOVA solar cell with a non-optimized cell layout results
in an end-of-life minimum Science ON Time duty cycle of 16 percent.
An increase in the DE-B side array power of approximately eight percent
raises the minimum duty cycle value to just above the required 19
percent minimum value (Table III, text). A potential increase of in
excess of the required eight percent is possible if the DE-B side
array maximum temperature particularly the top "hat" portion, can be
reduced from +610C to +58aC or lower and if the elements of certain
series cell strings are mounted on adjacent panels of the "B" array;
the 2 x 2 cm cell size would be preserved in that case (part 5.5, text).
Immediate future plans include the performance of a cell layout, parti-
cularly on DE-B, to verify and finalize the tentative conclusions
reached thus far as well as to define the cell quantity and characteris-
tics (if different from the NOVA program) to initiate procurement.
3.0 Assumptions and Ground Rules
3.1 Nominal solar cell performance characteristics will be used in
DE solar array design.
(a) solar intensity seasonal variation is neglected; during
the summer and winter solstices, the solar cell current
will be lower than presently reported by approximately
3.4 percent; during equinoxes, it will be higher by a
like amount.
(b) prediction and measurement uncertainties, of the order of




3.2 Shadowing losses due to antennas, booms, and other appendages
are fully compensated in DE solar arrays provided that the
number of series cells is at least 10% greater than that
required if no shadows were present.
.	 3.3 The side array portion of the DE-B bottom array "hat" is not
subject to shadowing by appendages.
3.4 Pending further solar cell layout work on DE arrays present
analysis is based on cell lay out which is essentially the same
as reported in References (5) and (8), except:
(a) the number of series cells is generally lower due to
either the improved performance characteristics of the
NOVA cell, or reduced temperatures (e.g., DE-A flat-end
arrays), or both,
(b) minor re-adJustment in the number of paralleled series
strings, e.g., reduced number of strings on DE-A
flat-end arrays and two additional series strings on DE-B
side; Table III, text.
3.5 Maximum solar cell steady-state temperatures are:
DE-A: side, +130C
end array, +750C
i DE-B: side, +61°C
end array +1100C
3.6 The solar cell is identical to that specified in Reference
(1), except as modified for cell thickness in this part
5.1.2(c) and with the addition of the palladium passivation
layer, as per later quote (10/2/78) from the cell vendor.
4.0 Nomenclature and Numerical Assumptions
k 	 solar cell voltage-temper$ture coefficient over linear
range, in millivolts per C rise. For NOVA cell
(unirradiated), k v = -2.23 mv/ C; reference (3)(a).
4
F 
	 factor applied to k to account for a change in its value
as a function of irradiation level; Fi n re 1.
k i
	solar cell current-temperature coefficient over linear
range, in percent per C rise. For NOVA cell (unirradiated)






F factor applied to k i to account for a cha p a in itsQ
value as a function of irradiation level; Figure 1.
T temperature, oC
vmp (T) maximum-power-point solar cell voltage at temperature T.
i	 d non-time-variant degradation factor applied to solar
cell voltage, with cell installed in a solar array;
dv S 0.99	 cell-to-cell wiring loss).
d time-variant degradation factor applied to solar cell9	 PPry
voltage, e.g., Figure 2.
i mp (T) maximum-power-point solar cell current at temperature T.
d i non-time-variant degradation factor applied to solar
cell current; for present purposes, the UV damage
(0.97) and coverglass charged particle loss (0.97)
will both be considered as fixed degradations'. 	 s
Product, di = 0.94.
dri time-variant degradation factor applied to solar cell
current, e.g., Figure 2.
s	 AVda array blocking diode drop, 1.0 volt; Figure 3.
`	 eVwi array harness drop, 0.5 volts; Figure 3.
I,	 AVch charge regulator drop, 1.5 volts; Figure 3.
i	 VBC battdry charge voltage assuming 1.45 volts per cell and
24 series storage cells; V BC = 34.8V.	 Reference (5).
Vs voltage level (charge controller input) at which solar
array power is computed, presently as well as in the
DE Power Analysis Computer Program, Reference (7).
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5.0 Analysis and Discussion
)
y	 5.1 The NOVA Cell
5.1.1 Description
The solar cell most strongly considered for DE at the present
time is the NOVA cell manufactured by OCLI. The DE cell,
therefore, will be identical to that specified in Reference (1),
with the possible exception of the cell dimensions which may
have to be altered somewhat from the present 2 X 2 cm size
to optimize the packing factor on DE, particularly on DE-B side.
The cells would be ordered bare and coverglass bonded at RCA as
under the NOVA program.
5.1.2 Characteristics
Given the 2 X 2 cm size, major characteristics of the NOVA-DE
cell are:
(a) minimum average solar cell output, paragraph
3.11.2, Reference p): 151 milliamperes at
0.49 volts, at +25 C AMO.
(b) base resistivity: 1-3 ohm-cm.
(c) cell thickness: 10 +2 mills (OCLI quote 2L78-78,
Mod 2, 10/2/78).
(d) temperature coefficients, Reference (3)(a)
unirradiated (see also Figure 1):
k  = -2.23 my/°C
k i = +0.063% per °C
The above numerical characteristics form the bass for the
analyses reported in this Design Note.
5.1.3 Radiation Effects
We are considering three different effects of space radiation on
the power output of :he NOVA solar cell. These are:
t I 3.4.2-005-DNPage 8.
(1) `,ange in the values of the voltage and current
temperature coefficients. The magnitude of the
change in the values of cell voltage and current
per unit temperature change is generally higher
with increasing radiation levels. The approxi-
mate relationship used presently is given in
Figure 1.
(2) Loss of light transmission through coverglass.
A fixed 3% loss in cell current is assumed
and included in the fixed current loss factor
"d i ", part 4.0.
(3) Reduction in cell voltage and current. Figure 2
is a summary of the irradiation data examined
to arrive at the cell degradation factors to be
used in DE. Test data provided by OCLI in Ref-
erence (3) has been performed specifically for
the RCA-NOVA program. Information plotted from
Reference (4) is for a solar cell thc , sght to be
most nearly equivalent to the NOVA cell in per-
formance; note that it is slightly on the
pessimistic side as compared to the OCLI data.
Degradation factors chosen as design points for
DE on the basis of the data examined are also
shown in Figure 2.
5.1.4 Cell Performance Analysis
5.1.4.1 Series String Voltage Requirement
Ultimate objective is to connect a sufficient number of solar
cells in series to assure	 1 battery recharge. Reference is made
to Fi ure 3. Voltage level V at the solar bus (charge controller
input must be equal to, or exceed slightly, the sum of the charge
controller drop AV	 and `he voltage of a fully charged battery.
The solar cell str4 pg vol-..age, "V(solar cells)" in Figure 3,
must therefore equal
V(solar cells) = AVda + AVwi + AVch + V BC	 (1)
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For future reference, note that the solar array output power Ps
watts is computed at voltage Vs, which is
Vs = AVch + VBC = 36.3 volts
	
(2)
5.1.4.2 Solar Cell Equations
Location of the solar cell maximum power point at any temperature
T within linear range, Vmp (T), imp (T), is given by
f
!	,
f Vmp (T) = 1Vmp ( +25) + (T-25)Fv- KvI drvdv (3)
and
imp (T) = imp (+25)
	 1 + lnp Fi (T-25)	 dridi	 (4)
where, for the NOVA cell, part 5.1.2(a),
Vmp (+25) = 0.490 volts,
imp (+25) = 151 ma,
and Fi, F Y I drip and d r are quantities dependent
on the irradiation leveY.
5.1.4.3 Solar Cell Performance Plots
Quantities vmp(T;, imp (T) are computed using expressions (3) and
(4) over a wide temperature range, and using irradiation level
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Fluence dry F dri F 
1-MeV a/cm2 (*) (Fig.	 1) (*) (Fig.	 1)
1013 0.99 1 0.98 1
1014 0.97 1.06 0.93 1.35
3 x 1014 0.94 1.10 0.88 1.7
1015 0.91 1.15 0.81 1.9
(*) These factors are the "Design Points Chosen for DE",
Figure 2.
4
Table 1. Irradiation Level Dependent Cell Parameters
Other numerical values used in eq-ns (3) and (4) as well as the
meaning of all symbols are provided in part 4.0.
Computed quantities of vmp(T) are divided into 37.8 volts (part
5.1.4.1) and the result, the required number of series cells, is
plotted in Figure 4 vs. solar call temperature with the irradiation
level retained as a parameter; computed quantities of imp (T) are
plotted directly in Figure 5. Using the latter two sets of plots,
a set of "working curves" is plotted for DE in Figure 6; here, we
can see exactly what the cell voltage and current will do on various
parts of DE arrays, depneding on what degree of protection (mils 2
glass thickness, resulting in one or another value of "1 MeV a/cm ")
we choose to provide.
5.1.5 Confidence Level
The RCA NOVA cell specification, Reference (1), sheet 14, includes
a plot of the radiation resistance requirement of that cell.
We want to ascertain that our cell analysis performed thus far
reflects performance which compares reasonably well with the speci-
fied minimum performance requirement.
3.4.2-005-DN
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We note that the curve on sheet 14 of t8e RCA specification is prepared
for the condition of a bare cell at +60 C. Let one of our data points,
say, at 10 11 a/cm2
 (Figures 4 and 5) be reduced to the condition of
the curve plotted in the spec:
(a) from Fig. 4, volts/cell at +60oC @ 10 14 a/cm2 equals 31.3/96.4 =
0.392 v.
(b) similarly, from Figure 5, ma/cell = 135.8 ma
(c) mw/cell = (0.392 OX (135.8 ma); reducing this by 1% as is
the case in an un-glassed cell, mw/cell = 52.7 mw. Reference
(1), part 3.11.2.
(d) d v
 = 1.00 (cell is not yet series-connected and as such has
no "wiring drop"); 52.1/0.99 = 53.2 mw.
(e) di = 1.00 ("fixed" current loss, acquired only after launch,
is zero);
	 53.2/0.94 = 56.7 mw.
M
The latter value, 56.1 mw, compares well with 55 mw which is the minimum
acceptable cell power at 10 14 a/cm2 1-MeV fluence. This and three other
computed values are plotted on the curve from the RCA cell spec which is
reproduced here in Figure 7. It is evident that the cell parameters being
used presently for DE are based on cell performance which is just barely
above the minimum acceptable procurement level and, as such, are reasonably
"safe".
5.2 Cover Glass Thickness
5.2.1 Summary
As pointed out in Reference (6), significant weight savings can be
achieved if the fused silica cover glass thickness could be reduced
from 60 to 30 mils on both DE spacecraft. Results of the analysis of
the radiation environment in DE orbits, Reference (2), and the NOVA
cell analysis reported in this part 5.1 provided the means for a cover-
glass thickness tradeoff study as a result of which we find that the
DE-B side array power suffers a loss of only one percent or less in
going from 60 to 30 mils.
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Results of the glass thickness effects analysis are presented
graphically in Figures 9 and 10. Most significantly, Figure 10
shows that increasing the glass thickness on the side array of DE-B
beyond 30 mils does not produce an appreciable increase in EOL power.
Mechanics of the analysis is best described by reference to various
columns (1 thru 12) in Table II. Let it be noted that this analysis
is intendeu to be accurate only in a relative sense, and that great
accuracies in the absolute numbers of watts per pound or per square
foot quoted in Table II or in either Figures 9 or 10 are not to be
expected.
Further discussion of the cover glass thickness as an array design
parameter appears in part 5.3. Presently, reference is made to
Table II:
Column Rationale
1	 and 2 Self-explanatory.
3 Maximum steady-state solar
cell	 temperature.
4 Fused silica cover glass
thickness.
5 Equivalent 1-MeV electron
fluence for 13-month life,
Reference
	 (2).
6 From Figure 6.
7 Equivalent 1-MeV electron
fluence for 13-month life,
Reference
	 (2).
8 From Figure 6.
--	
. _ _...-_ ..






9	 Series cells required to
locate the 13-month EOL maximum
power point at 37.8 volts
using per-cell voltage of
Column 8. Plotted in Figure 8.
10	 Using current and voltage
given in colums 6 and 8,
respectively, and assuming
204 2 x 2 cm cells per sq. ft.
in a typical solar panel,
the calculation becomes





Note that with discrete bypass diodes
mounted on array surface the number
of cells per sq. ft. will be somewhat
less than 204; for glass thickness trade-
off purposes, however, consistency rather
than absolute accuracy of the calculated







The calculated numbers are plotted
in Figures 9 and 10.
11	 Using fused silica coverglass areal
density of 0.335 grams/cm 2 of 60-mil
thickness, reference (4), Appendix
A, page A-1, 204 2 x 2 cm cells p r
sq. ft. as in Column 10, 3.918 cm^
coverglass area per 2 x 2 cm cell, and
0.45 pounds per sq. ft. of assembled
solar cells exclusive of any cover
glass, the pounds per sq. ft.
calculation becomes
ufds = 0.45 lb + 204 c ot rs xq. t.
x(0.335 cm )( 60 tmils )(3.918 cover	 539m )
lb
pounds = 0.00985 At + 0.45
sq. ft.
where At = glass thickness, mils
Note that the fixed quantity 0.45 lb/ft2
is not precise, will vary with each
array, and is not intended to include
the SL-bstrate; for glass thickness
tradeoff purposes, however, consistency
rather than absolute accuracy of the




The watts/pound numbers are calculated
using columns 10 and 11, and plotted
in Figures 9 and 10.
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5.3	 Array	 Design	 Analysis
Ten	 different
	 solutions	 are	 summarized in	 Table	 III.	 Duty
cycle	 values
	 tabulated	 in	 Column	 5	 for	 DE-A and	 DE-B	 have	 been
computed	 under
	 identical	 load	 profile	 conditions for each	 respective
s p acecraft
	 as	 reported	 in	 the	 RCA	 Proposal, Reference	 (5).
The first
	
two	 solutions	 are	 those	 of	 the	 DE solar arrays	 as	 proposed
in	 Reference	 (5);	 the
	 Proposal	 includes	 the details	 of	 the	 numerical
analysis
	 performed	 to	 arrive	 aL^	 the	 numbers tabulated.ir
Solutions
	 3 and	 4 were




	 increase	 over the	 proposed	 solar
cells
	 and	 some	 adjustment	 in	 the
	 number of series string	 quantities
as	 given	 in	 Column	 10.
1
Solutions	 5	 through	 10 are
	 based	 on	 the	 NOVA (OCLI)	 solar	 cell
and,	 as	 such,	 are	 the	 primary	 object	 of	 the remainder of this
R discussion;
	 the	 first	 four	 solutions	 are	 included in	 the	 table
primarily
	 for	 their	 historical
	 significance and will	 not	 be
discussed	 any	 further.
Rationale
	 used	 in	 preparing	 Table	 III	 is	 discussed below.
_ Columns	 1	 and	 2	 identify	 the	 DE	 flight,
	
A	 or B,	 and	 the	 solar
cell	 data
	 used	 in	 each	 solution.
^•olumn 3 of Table III identifies the f. , sed silica glass Thickness
applicable to each solution.
	 Thirty and sixty mil thicknesses
were considered:	 sixty, since our baseline designs to date were
based on that thickness; thirty, since, relative to sixty, the
EOL array power reduction in DE-B appears to be of the order of
only one rercent or less (Figure 10) while offering an overall
w , ight reduction of approximately 26.8 pounds considering both
DE spacecraft; Reference (6).
Column 4 identifies the Power Analysis Computer Program run numher
leading to the solution of the duty cycles given in Column S.
Computer runs for the 60 mil glass thickness solutions No. 5
and 81 using the NOVA cell have i,ot been made due to the small
difference in the EOL side array power in DF-B as discussed in
the preceding paragraph-, specifically, in column 11, note that
the increase
	 -ply 0.8 watts with 60 mils relative to the silt
power wiih 3^	 The beginning-of-life (BOL) solutions
(No. 7 and iu; iAve no practical significance other than to
illustrate the increased amounts of array power available initially
(Column 11).	 Note also that, given the BOL array power throughout
lifetimc (zero radiation damage), the 19% minimum duty cycle
requirement in DE-B would be met. Computed Science Or-Time Duty
Cycle variation with life in orbit for solutions 6, 7, 9, and 10
is given it Fi ,_ires 11-14.
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Column 6 lists the total fluence in terms of the number of damage-
equivalent 1-MeV electrons per sq. cm . for a thirteen-month life
throughout (except where a BOL solution is identified) as appli-
cable to solar cell current.
	 (Reference (2).
Columns 7 and 8 identify the portion of the solar array and the
maximum steady-state solar cell temperature currently predicted
for that portion.
Column 9 the solar cell current in milliamperes per cell, is
based on
,
 the broken-line curves in Figure 6, except that the
BOL cell current of the NOVA cell solutions is computed as in
this part 5.1.4.2, eq-N (4), but using:
d ri	 =	 1.0 (no radiation damage)
F i	=	 1.0 (unirradiated cell)
d i	-	 0.97 (UV damage only)
imp (+25) =
	 151 ma as per Reference (1)
T	 = as in Column 8, this Table
Column 10 is self-explanatory. Column 11 is the maximum power
at voltage Vs. Fi ure 3, computed for each portion of the array
in each solution sun vector normal to the spin axis for the
side array, or normal to a flat-end array).	 In the NOVA cell
solutions (No. 5 through 10), thr computation is made as follows:
(a) From Sec. 5.1.4.1, eq-N(2), the voltage level
V; is 36.3 volts
(b) Assuming that the number of series cells is indeed
10 1/'0 greater than that indicated in Figure 8 (refer
to Part 5.4), then, in ke::ping with the assumption
made in Part 3.2,	 there will be no loss of power
due to shadowing.	 If so, the total maximum side
array current is:
(ma;cell, side, Column 9). No• of s e ries strings, side, Col. 10
1r
For example, in solution 9, that would be
139.9 IT 3 - = 2810 ma max. side array current
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Similarly, the	 total	 maximum end	 array current would
be:
(ma/cell, Column	 9)	 (No.	 of series
	
strings,	 end,	 Column	 10)
Once	 again using	 solution
	 9 as	 an	 example,	 the	 bottom
z ("end" )	 array current	 is
144.1	 x	 16 =	 2310 ma
	 maximum "end"	 current
(c) Therefore, the maximum power numbers tabulated in Column 11
for solution 9 are:
36.3 volts (2.81 amp.)	 =	 101.84 watts, side
36.3 volts (2.31 amp.) 	 =	 83.69 watts, "end"
5.4
	 Series Cell Requirements and Protection Against Shadowing
Table IV summarizes the series cell requirements. 	 Given
the 2 x 2 cm cell size, it is seen that the series cells needed with
the NOVA cell, including those additional series cells thought
to be required to overcome the shadowing loss, are well within
the numbers developed in Reference (8) using the TIROS N-vintage
cell.
5.5
	 DE-B Side Array Preliminary Layout Considerations
For the present, we will limit the cell layout discussion
to the DE-B side array as the most critical portion of the
power-limited "B" array needed to provide an adequate Science
On Time duty cycle.
	 Discussion will be further limited to the
2 x 2 cm cell size, and only ti those panels on the DE-B side
array which have no cutouts which is assumed to be the case in
the majority of those panels.
Given a "clean" side panel, up to 258 2 x 2 cm cells can be
accommodated on such a panel allowing for six cells "lost" due
to baseplate pickup holes.
From Table IV, it is seen that 99 cells in series are needed on
the bottom hat portion of the DE-B side array where no shadowing
is presumed to occur.
	 A "clean" panel, therefore, can accommodate
a single string of 99 two-cell modules plus one-half of an
additional single-cell-module string:
2 x 99 + 50 =	 248 < 258 cells,
3.4.2-005-DN
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with the other half of the single-cell string mounted on an
adjacent panel.
	 Given a 17% cell current loss in the "split"
string (Appendix to this DN), the power increase of the side
panel in question as compared to a straight 2 x 99 - cell layout
(no "split" string) would be
2 + 0.5 (1-0.17)
	
=	 1.21, or 21 percent
i
On the side panels of the top "hat" where shadowing occurs, 109
series cells are required.	 With the 258-cell maximum limitation,
the split-string approach is not possible,
2 x 109 + 55 =
	 273 > 258 cells,
unless the string "size" is reduced from 109 to 103 cells:
2 x 103 + 52 = 258 cells
Such a reduction can be implemented if the temperature of the
DE-B side cells on the top "hat" can be reduced from +67 to
+58°C maximum (as determined by proper reference to Figure 4),
in which case a 21% power gain can also be obtained from the
top hat portion of this side array.
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Amuunt of Power Lost if Elements of a
String of Series-Connected Solar Cells





Major assumption is that the instantaneous magnitude of the
string current of a "split" string is l i r.ited to the magnitude
of the maximum-power-point current generated by the cell whil:h
is subject to the lowest solar incidence angle (furthest of^
normal incidence).
	 Thus, with the sun vector location as shover
in the attached sketch, the current of the series string split
between the adjacent sides "a" and "b" (the dotted line) would
equal essentially that of the cells on side "b".
	 An added
assumption is that the maximum-power-point current of an off -
normally illuminated solar cell obeys the cosine law.
Referring to the attached sketches, let the sun vector be placed
along the -90° position in the sketch at the top of the page,
and let the spacecraft be rotated clockwise as shown. Over each
2n rotation of the angle a, each independent string located on
sides "a" and "b" would generate instantaneous powe r
 proportional
to the cosinusoids shown at the bottom of the page.
	 The split
string, however, would produce power proporational to the shaded
area, that is, area shared by both cosinusoids.
	 Fraction of power
generated by a split string as compared to a normal string (whose
cells are all in one plane)is therefore given by
36 0
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or, for a 18-sided configuration such as DE (n - 18),
Fraction = 0.8264,
which represents about a 17%, loss in a "split" string relative
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The shadowing analysis reported in this note has been performed
as a possible aid in the on-going solar cell layout effort on DE
Spacecraft. In particular, a significant portion of the layout
work will consist of identifying those selected locations on the
solar arrays where the bypass diodes are required to protect
against shadowing losses.
Shadowing loss is most severe in the umbra region, that is, where
complete shadow of an opaque body such as a boom results in a
complete cutoff of light. In the partial shadow region of penumbra
where the source of light is only partially cut off, the loss of solar
cell power is not as severe. Given an opaque body of a fixed size,
its distance from the cells is the critical parameter which deter-
mines the umbra configuration.
Results are provided in the attached plot. It is seen, for instance,
that the 0.166-inch-dia. tip of the 22-inch long LANG boom will not
produce an umbra in DE-B (the 0.182-inch-dia. base of the boom,
however, will cast a complete shadow of up to approximately 10 to
20% of a 2x2 cm solar cell's area). Similarly, the attached plot
shows that any opaque elements mounted on the stub boom at the end
of the 5.9-meter long Astromast will not produce an umbra in DE-A
unless the dimensions of the opaque parts exceed about two inches.























SYMLOLS :	 L	 distance to ;which umbra extends
C	 distance from opaque object Lo solar cell
S	 solar cell dimension, e.g., 2 cm as in 2 x 2 cm cell
p	 fraction of solar cell dimension "S" covered by
umbra
d	 dimension of opaque body, e.g., boom diameter
Ox	 angle subtended by solar disc
(0.53310 at mean distance to sun)
By reference to the attached sketch, basic relationships (1) and
(2) are written. Substituting for "A"  into (1) and solving for "L",




= L(1 -	 sp )
	 (4)d
Substituting for "S" of a 2 x 2 cm cell and for "L" from eq-n (3)
into eq-n(4),
= 107.47583(4 -	 P	 ) inches	 (5)
1.27
Equation (5) is plotted in the attached figure for p=0 (no umbra) ,
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Testing of the brass-board and protoflight models of the three
DE antennas will be as described below. The attached table
summarizes the sequence of tests.
I. brass-boara Morsel Tests
brass-board models of each of the DE antennas will undergo
bench tests and pattern measurements at the AE antenna range.
After these tests, the brass-board antennas will be shipped to
GSFC where they will be mounted on an RF mock-up of the DE
spacecraft. the mock-up will be able to simulate both DE-A and
DE-B. Pattern measurements will be made to determine the effect
of the spacecraft body and appendages on antenna performance.
After the mock-up tests the brass-board antennas can be returned
to AL if needed.
II. Protoflight Tests
The protoflight antennas will undergo bench tests and
pattern measurements at the AE antenna range. These tests will
verify tnat the protoflight antennas are within specification
and that there is good correspondence between the protoflight and
brass-board performance. Afterwards, the protoflight units will
be shipped to GSFC for tests with the RF mock-up. The protoflight
antennas then will be returned to AE for the remainder of the
component level test cycle. Also, the RF mock-up will be sent
to AE for use in calibrating the integration area antenna range.
At AE the protoflight units will undergo thermal tests to verify
VSWR performance over temperature, and then will be subjected to
vibration. Afterwards, the antennas will undergo bench tests
and abbreviated pattern measurements to verify that their per-
formance has not been altered by the environmental exposure.
The final component level test will be an RF breakdown test,
which will check for ionization breakdown at critical pressure
and multipactor breakdown in hard vacuum.
3.5.2-004-DN
Page 3.
After the component level tests, the protoflight antennas will
be integrated onto their respective spacecraft and tested at
the integration area antenna range. These tests will consist
of EIRP measurements (transmitters ON) at a few selected
angular coordinates, and partial patterns of the high gain
antenna beam. The purpose of these tests is to provide a data
reference fcr the post-environmental spacecraft level tests and
to establish the validity of the RF mock-up tests. After this
pre-environmental test, the spacecraft will be subjected to the
i	 required environmental exposures, and the pre-environmental tests
will be repeated to verify that the exposures did not alter
spacecraft performance. After the past-environmental test, each
antenna will be reiir_oved from its spacecraft and undergo a bench
test to verify that its VSWR is still within specification.
When the antennas are re-integrated onto the spacecraft, a
go/no-go check of EIRP will be performed using a near-field
coupler ("sniffer") or equivalent. This test will verify that
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The DE-A spacecraft will be injected into its final orbit while
spinning at 70 rpm with its spin axis lying in the orbits) plane.
The spin axis then will be precessed until it reaches the desired
orientation, i.e., normal to the orbital plane. Afterwards the
spin rate will be decreased and the medium gain antenna will be
deployed. Before deployment the antenna will not be able to pro-
Ode reliable coverage and therefore some other means must be found
to poovide ground station contact when the antenna is in the stowed
position.
3	 A possible solution to the problem would consist of mountin g two
antennas with hemispheric coverage patterns on opposite ends of the
spacecraft, as shown in Figure 1. The antennas would be circularly
polarized, with opposite sense. A power splitter and RF switch are
also required. After the final spin axis orientation is attained
and the medium gain antenna is erected, the switch position would
be reversed. The presence of a switch between the antenna and the
command receiver raises a serious reliability question, since a
switch failure could result in the inability to command the space-
craft. However, this point will not be discussed further, other
than to point out that the switch would need to be operated only
once during the mission.
The antennas would be of quadrifilar construction with a pattern
a
	
as shown in Figure 2, based on measured data. While operating with
these antennas it would be necessary for the ground station to
switch its polarization sense twice each orhit, i.e., when the X-Y
plane of the satellite passes through the ground station.
T	 3.5 - -.2 005 DFI
Page 3.
Taking into account blockage and reflection due to the top and
bottom surfaces of the spacecraft, undesired coupling from the
opposite sense antenna, and assuming a 26-meter ground station,
the resulting antenna performance would be adequate for commanding
and ranging throughout the orbit. The HEW data channel, however,
could not be supported over the entire orbit. Figure 3 shows the
portion of the orbit during which adequate HEW margin would be
obtained with the ranging channel off. Between 31% and 72% of the
orbit period would be serviceable, depending on the precession
angle. Note that the link performance would be better at the
beginning of the precession maneuver than at the end.
Figure 3 was derived assuming that the HEW channel modulation index
is 0.3 radian per the current baseline.
	
However the index could
be changed to 1.4 radians by command (this index is normally used
(	 with the real-time data channel). The higher index would provide
adequate HEW margin throughout the entire orbit, for any precession
angle.
	
During ran g ing, however, it would be necessary either to
turn off the HEW modulation or switch back to the low index.
3.5.2-005-Dr4
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V. TESTING AND CALIBRATION
Instruments similar to the WI Instrument previously described
have historically required more spacecraft testing and calibration
than most other types of instruments. The following section will
attempt to describe the	 and the How's of that testing and cali-
bration, the equipment used, the support required, and those requirements
which conflict or differ wit!, Lhose of the Dynamics Explorer Test Plan
for Evaluation and Certification of Instruments (TEC)•
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1.0 SENSOR STIMMATIOId A TD SPACECRAFT COD114ECTIONS
The PWI AGE requires sync signals from the spacecraft for proper
operation. These signals will preferably be hardline from the Space-
craft Umbilical. A less desirable method would be to buffer them in
the experiment and :°eed them through the experiment test connector.
This latter method requires access to the experiment test connector for
all tests requiring AGE stimulation. Assuming the signals are available
at the spacecraft umbilical, the only connections between the AGE and
the spacecraft will be via the sensor inputs as described below.
1.1 Electric Field Antennas
1.1.1 Ex
These sensors will be driven differentially via the RF
test connector located on the antenna housing. This connector
should be accessible on a fully configured (Solar Panels, Thermal
Blankets, etc.) spacecraft.
1.1.2 E 
These ar_tennas should also have an accessible RF connector
on each unit similar to Ex.
1.1.3 Short Electric Antenna
This antenna is driven differentially via cables that clip
to each wire cage. No external shielding of the spheres appears
to be necessary due to the low impedance provided by the 40 db
atteruators to be described later.
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1.2 Magnetic Field Sensors
Both the Loop and Search Coil require magnetic fielC stimulation
and shielding from external interference (60 iiz etc.). To avoid these:
interference problems, the Loop and Search Coil are Calibrated
separately and the majority of the spacecraft and subsy:;tem level
testing will bypass these sensors themselves and instead will drive
their respective differential amplifiers in the main e:.eetronics via
the boom cabling. This connection is accomplished via a relay circuit
that connects either the output of the sensor or the output of the 40 db
attenuators to the differential amplifiers. A more detailed discussion
of the 40 db attenuators and the sensor bypass relays follows.
1.3 40 db Attenuators
External prograrmable 40 db attenuators are required on all
sensors to attenuate external noise pickup on the sensor stimulus
lines at low level signal input. After the input signal level has
increased sufficiently (- 10 mIT ) the attenuation is switched out and
the input level decreased by 40 db by control pulses from the AGE
stimulus unit. Teledyne magnetic latching relays are used to enable
to attenuators to hold state after the power has been removed.
Electrically the units appear as either a short from input to output
or a 5K - 50,Q resistive divider trimmed to give 40 ^- .2 db attenuation.
Attenuators for the Ex and YZ antenna inputs have an additional state
which presents a high impedance (1 Meg - 220 pf) to the antenna irput
during testing of the internal calibration signal. Physically the units
are built in alwnlraL,. boxes (5.5 x 2.8 x 3 . 3 cm), with the input and
49
output stamped into the lid as well as an identifying number. EX
and F. units have an "S" following the identifying number.
Signal connections are made through Female ANC connecters and
control connections thr o.igh a WI-5F connector on the side of each box.
All unitq
 were built to thermal-vacuum specifications and all units
to be used for DE project have been through Thermal Vacuum at least
twice.
A 40 db attenuator is required on all ten stimulus lines and
must be located as close as feasible to the sensor (6" - 12"). The
attenuators ar ^2 sar.11. and in the ease of the F. x and E  sensors will
necessarily be sepLrated• On previous spacecraft these were tied or taped
close to the sensor. In the case of the 40 db attenuators for the boom
mounted units, which Lay be mounted on a plate along with the Magnetic
Sensors Bypass Relays described below, provision should be made for
rigidly attachi ng the late somewhere - preferably o he boom.6 Y
	 	 P	 - 	 y	 .t t	  
Details of this plate will be provided at a later date.
j	 1.4 Magnetic Sensors Bypass Relay
These relays allow the experiment differe,icial input to be driven
1
	 from either the sensor output or the AGE stimulus output. Switching
is done with latching ela S	 ► ulg	 y.., controlled by s manual switch to be
located at the AGE equipment rack. The possibility of making the relay
control autce-atically controllable from the AGE computer is under
consideration.
Since both magnetic sensors are located on the boom, the Bypass
Relays will be mounted on a plate with the 40 db attenuators, and g ill. use






of lines required. onfi uraL-ion o he plate isC 	 G	 f t p 	 TAD
Prior to any major testing the Bypass Pelays adapter cable will
^► 	 be connected between the loop or search coil and their respective
cables. A small harness will connect power and thermistor lines con-
tinuously)
 while the signal lines will be brought out to the relay
box. The sensors are thus powered at all times during testing, and
the experiment input can be switched from sensor drive to stimulus







P.0 AGE DESCRIMON FOR THE DE PWI (see enclosed Block Diagram)
i	 The AGE for the Phil falls into two categories: experiment control
F
for bench level testing.and experiment stimulus for all levels of
testing.
2.1 Bench Level Tes ting
The experiment control section will contain the equipment necessary
to command and power the unit and display all digital parameters
coming from the experiment. Analog multiplexing will allow any single
analog ehanpel to be displayed.
The design of this section is not expected to be fundamentally
different from that of the ISEE-A/B or voyager l3 •;S systems, control
being selectable for either manual operation or automatic. Automatic
operation will be controlled by an IIP 9830 calculator system.
2.2 Experiment Stimulus
The experiment stimulus will be adapted as much as possible from
'	 the existing ISEE equipment. Calibration and checkout of the PWI
experiment requires the ability to drive an accurately known frequency
In the range 1 Hz to 2.0140 1dH7 at P. known amplitude (+10 db to -3.20 db
where 0 db = 1V rn:s), and the capability of producing a known phase
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To meet the basic amplitude-frequency requirements, the ISEE GSE
was developed. This system uses a programmable frequency synthesizer
driving prograrrrrable attenuators which can be set at 1 db steps in the
range of 0 to 110 db. The output of these attenuators is transformer
isolated and fed differentially to any one or combination of 5 antennas.
Common mode drive is also available by driving both inputs of an
antenna from one side of the differential transformer winding.
To achieve lower noise levels, an outboard programmable 40 db
attenuator is placed in each antenna line. Ideally these are placed
as close to the anr.enna inputs as possible. To avoid loading the
internal calibration signal the outboard attenuators can be switched to
and open state where the	 tl signal drive is disconnected and the
antenna is switched to a high impedance load. On the magnetic antennas
provision is being madc to be able to either drive the differential
amplifier directly or switch to the sensor to observe the calibration
signal.
Since a single stimulus unit cannot provide the needed phase
differences between antennas, tdo units will be used for phase cali-
bration, one driven by the reference port and the other by the
variable output port of a Wavetek Programmable Variphase generator.
Since the stimulus unit outputs will be connected in parallel with
no lockout, it is possible to connect both stimulus unit outputs to
the same sensor. Assuring the antennas are driven separately wi:1 be
the responsibility of the operator or the software.
row-
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The equipment for the AGE will be contained in two (2) movable
racks each about 5 x 2
	 2x ft.	 During	 testing the racks mustnormal
be close enough to the S/C to allow the coax signal harness and 40 db
attetuator control harness to be properly connected (– 10 ft.).	 During
environmental testing enough bulkhead connections must be reserved to
allow all of these lines into the chamber. Required are:
10 separate coax lines shields must be isolated
21 control harness lines
If feasible we i:,ay want to include an optional drive capability for
the magnetic sensors.
	 This would create the need for another two coax
lines into the chamber and two more control lines.
All AGE hardware with the exception of the following off the
shell' or previously purchased items
a.	 HP9830 Program:nable Calculator
b.	 Exact Mod 602 Programmable Frequency Synthesizer
c.	 Wavetek Mod 152 Pragrammable Variphase Generator
fabricated by theare	 University of Ioi:a.
2.3	 Automated Tastine,
For on-spacecraft and qualification program testing we propose
to use a system similar to that used for ISEE.
	
In this system, a
program in the DE computer system will configure the experiment via
Major and Miner J•iode Command and then send a stimulus command to the
PWI AGE calculator.	 This stimulus corj=nd will call a preprogrammed
test sequence in the calculator. 	 While the sequence runs, the AE
computer system will collect data from the experiment and print it out
r1_J
ri
share the analog transmitter.
}
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along with AGE status informtion which will be fed back at the same
time. When the calculator sequence is completed it will signal the
DE computer which will go to the next step of its test sequence.
A minimum AGE interface requires the 1/sec, 64 wd and 128 wd
pulses to be buffered and made avail.aile to the AGE. This would allow
manual operation of the AGE as a stand a?.one system. Testing effi-
ciency will be greatly increased, however, if the AGE calculator can
be controlled directly from the sigma 5 as described in the previous
paragraph.
An 8-bit Transmit and separate 8-bit Receive buss is required
as a minimum to implement the Stimulus Command and Feedback System.
Data transfer will be simplified, however, if provision is made for
additional lines from the AGE to the Sigma 5.
2.4 During the course of normal testing and for certain special
testing, we will require access to the analog output of the telemetry
receiver for wideband receiver testing. This output will be monitored
with several pieces of portable equipment (spectrum analyzer, demodu-
lator, etc.) and does not have to be available at the stimulus racks.
Frequently during analog testing we will require a tape recording of
the analog output, the recording requirements are TBD.
A separate portable piece of AGE will be developed to monitor
the output of the WAVE receiver. This unit will contain a gain state






The following refers to the Dynamics Explorer Test Alan for
Evaluation and Certification of Instruments (TEC).
3.1 EPET
An instrument such as the PWI that performs the number of functions
(DC and AC electric field measurement to 400 kHz, and AC magnetic field
measurement to 400 kHz, plus Phase determination, along with wideband
information to 2 MHz, and Linear wideband measurement), with the number
of sansors 0 Electric field, 2 Magnetic field), and the number of modes
(Automatic or Manual selection of 1 to 5 antennas to 1 of 4 different
subsystems in combination with Automatic or Manual selection of 136
different frequencies) cannot receive a complete electric performance
evallwation test in one hour as sugCested in the TEC document. A
comparable experiment on the ISEE A spacecraft never received what
could be considered a complete EST during the six-hour periods
allotted it.
We believe the PWI unit, however, can receive a thorough checkout
in a 3-hour period assuming no hardware or software malfunctions and
a fully automated test procedure. This requires P14I antenna and
mode selection, Real time data display, and PWI AGE program call all
under Sig= 5 Program Control. A feedback link from the PWI AGE to
the Sigma 5 with the feedback information on both the real time display









essential. Absence of any of the above capabilities will significantly
increase the required test time.
The instrument cannot be checked solely from the PWI test
connector* as there is no provision for commanding through the test
connector. In addition all the required Analog and Digital ^utruts are
not available at the Test Connector and even assuming that they were,
the AGE is incapable of displaying a full data frame and has no data
storage capability. Much of our EPET procedure will utilize the fact
that two or more sections of the instrument can be tested simultaneously
assuming the en.-ire data frame is being collected and displayed or
stored for later printout.
APT -- An abtreviated performance test utilizing the calibration
feature of the instrument could be done in w TBD.
3.2 Testing Sequence
We would prefer a testing sequence that differs somewhat from that
in the TEC. Traditionally our instruments are temperature tested at
Iowa and then taken to GSFC for EMI and Magnetics and perhaps pre-
liminary weight checks. The instrument is then returned to Iowa for
final conformal coat prior to vibration at Iowa. Following vibration,
it is returned to GSFC for Thermal Vacuum. The rationale for this is
that we do not have the facilities at Iowa for either EMI or Magnetic
preliminary testing. This means we do not know until the tests at
Goddard if we are out of spec. If rework is required, it is much
simpler to do it on a unit with subsystems that are relatively accessi-
ble. Thermal vacuum testing does not present this problem as vacuum has
O Recent convei•sationL; with M. Lidston modify this statement somewhat.
During unit level tests at G^FC theinstrunient can be tested uhon the ;;insulator
is disconnected as this is no different than a bench test configuration with 1
possibly longer cables. :lie statement concerning data display and storage is
still valid and the paragraph still holds for on-spacecraft tenting.







little effect on the operation of the instrument and the unit will
have been thoroughly temperature tested at this point.













A. The 3' X 3' chai%ber will not accommodate the loop antenna.
A chamber of e- least 4' x 4 ' or more will be required.
B. A thernal balance test of the boom mounted units will be
required.
C. If an extendible type boom is to be used, some sort of stub
boom for mounting the loop, search coil and short electric
antenna must be developed. This unit must be designed to fold
to meet the shroud profile and to orient the sensors in their
proper position when deployed. If the decision is to fund the
Univ^,rsity to design and build thin: Ltub boom, some sort of
deployment test will be repaired that tcos t likely will have to




D. We believe that froin both a cost and schedule standpoin' the
PWI vibration testing should be done at Iowa. A listing of the
i
vibration facility's instrumentation follows. This facility was
used for testing experiments for the Injun V. Hawkeye, IMP H,
IMP I, IMP J, Helios, MJS, and ISEE programs.
I	 -
U OF I PHYSICS DEPARVENT
VIBRATION FACILITY
GENERAL DES1CPI?T1Ord:







- 5 - 2000 Hz






The random facility is as follows:
to Frequency	 - 20 - 20PO HzEqualization	 - Manual, 45 cher_nelsAnalysis	 - PSD with single channel miceping
analyzer ( T-K-1 = 10 Hz and 50 Hz)
Display	 PSD on X-Y recorder
EQUIPI•217, r LI S"-M.1G :
1 - B & K 1025 servo sine oscillator
4 - U - D, D11 series charge accelerometer preamps
1 - U - D, IAC-6C rnxltifunction averaging control
1 - S - D, SJ101A enalyzer/tracking filter
1 - Ball^ntinc 320 -RUS voltmeter
1 - IIP 7562A Log voltr:eter	 Manufacturer Abbreviations
1 - }IP 70053 X-Y recorder
1 - U - D, E109 scectr.Ln eaual.izer B & K - Bruel & Kjaer
1 - Krohn-Hi we, 330:1 B,F . filter U - D - Unholtz
- Dickie
1 - GR, 1350-B noise generator S '- D - Spectral D,,nat:Lics
1 - Ling, FP= /8-C poster a-.p, 7 KVA H - P - Hewlett Packard









Calibration of the instrument is normally done during spacecraft
Thermal Vacuum Testing due to the fact that only at that time are all
the factors present that can affect the system end output.
	
Thane are
1) loading of the sensor outputs by interconnecting harnesses,
- 2) temperature •.ariations,
3) spacecraft generated interference, 
4) analog to digital conversion quantization errors.
Calibration is a time consuming process and depending on the extent
could require 24 )iouxs or more at each temperature.
Other options with their associated drawbacks are being considered:
A.	 Part of the calibration is done at one temperature soak
and the remainder at ae)ient and the opposite temperature extreme.
B.	 The calibration is done on the spacecraft but not necessarily
during thermal vacuum.	 This would require a 24-30 hour period
. where PWI calibration had highest priority.	 In the case of 8-hour
days only, 3-5 days.	 I would assume this would be it the evening.
r
C.	 The calibration is done during subsystem Thermal Vacuum.
= D.	 Calibration is done at Iowa and only selected channels, levels,
etc. to verify those previous calibrations or perhaps determine
where loading occurs would be done during spacecraft thermal
vacuum testing.
In addition to routine testing and calibration, certain one-time-
only tests are required to insure proper operation, tolerable inter-
ference levels, etc. Following is a description of those tests.
PWI (Plasma leave Investigation)
INSTRUMENT UNIQUE TESTS
The follows is e description
	
-ollowing	 d scr gt  of the special one time-only or
infrequently run tests that we feel are necessary to insure tolerable
interference lvels and proper operation and understanding of the MI
ins.rument er.d related spacecraft systems. Similar tecrs have been
carried out within the Injun, DIP, Hawkeye and ISEE programs. It is
very likely that moss of these tests can be phased in with the space-
craft integration and check-out.
1. EMI VERIFICATION TEST
This test is intended to locate radiated and/or conducted
electrical interference from the spacecraft systems or other instru-
ments that might not have been detected at the unit or spacecraft
EMI test level. The test must be conducted in a shielded room. The
capability of physically removing all 60 Hz input from the room either
by removing fuses or throwing knife Suitches, etc. is important.
We have found in the past that it is necessary to operate the space-
craft on external batteries to achieve the noise level required for
meaningful testing. In its final version the test requires a fully
configured and completely buttoned up spacecraft such as it would be
for the s pacecraft DII test, but a rigidified Lest earlier in the program
rl '
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(a preliminary conducted interference test could be run in the clean room
or an open s pacecraft) would point out problem areas. The standard
procedure in this type of test is to power down to only essential
- ,	 spacecraft systems for a baseline and then sequentially turn on all
Instruments and spacecraft systems in their most noisy mode and lookY	 Y
for an increase in the PWI instrument noise level. This test could
be conducted in conjunction with the standard EMI tests.
2. SOLAR ARRAY NOISE MEASURE14ENT
High leve'. noise present on the solar array buss due to regu-
lator switching and the inherent ripple as the panels come into sun-
light could conceivably be coupled to the PWI antennas. Since this f
noise, especially in the case of the regulator, is a function of the
illuminated array impedance which is difficult to simulate, the only
accurate means of knowing it is to measure thenoise on the solar
array buss of a fully configured spacecraft spinning in sunlight. 'We
would do so by capacitively coupling the buss to one of the electric
preamps using the VVI instrument then as a spectrum analyzer. If a
spinning test is impossible we would at least want to run the test on
a stationary illuminated spacecraft.
3. SEWING OF MODULATION INDEX
The purpose of this test is to accurately adjust the h ideband
output. peak-to-peak signal level to obtain maximum deviation of the
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Our PWI instrument will be constructed to make the gain adjust-
ment easily available through an access hole on the main electronics
box Mont plate. When this adjustment was made on previous experi-
ments the spacecraft was located in building 22 and the demodulator
at the output of the STAUAN receiver at NrTF so it will regaire a
certain amount of coordination such as communication between the two
areas, etc. The test does not require a fully configured spacecraft
but only those systems essential for wideband•transmission.
4. LOW FREQUENCY MAGNETIC EMI
The purpose of this test is to locate any magnetic field inter-
Terence generated by spacecraft subsystems or other experiments. This
test can only be done at the Magnetic Test Facility and requires all
AC power in the area be shut down. This T-) er restriction also
applies to the SIC Mier and any support equipment. This requirement
can be met by powering the S1C from internal or external batteries and
transmitting the data to a suitable receiver tied into the EE data















standard procedure is to power down to only essential spacecraft
systems to obtain a baseline and then sequentiall y turn on all instru-
ments and spacecraft systems in their most noisy mode and look for an
increase in the baseline readings from the FWI instrument print out.
5. PWI PNASE/AMPLITUDE CALIBRATION
This test is required to determine the phase differences, as
a function of frequency and amplitude, between each pair of antennas --
loop, search coils and electric dipoles. Measurements are made from
the antennas though the 6r. -.a handling system. The spacecraft must
be in a magnetically quiet area such as the Magnetic Test Site. The
test does not require a fully configured spacecraft but only the PWI
experiment and associated spacecraft data handling systems -- trans-
mitter, receiver and Sigma 5 computer. The power needed will most
likely require the use of automobile storage batteries. The batteries
should be fused and placed in battery boxes ip such a way that it is
impossible to short them out. The University can supply these
batteries but with the shipping etc. required it would be more econo-
mical if they were supplied by GSFC. All electrical power in the area
must be off or DC operated including spacecraft support equipment as
in the low frequency E141 Test (A). A battery powered signal generator
will drive all of the antennas and the phase variations between antenna
r
pairs as a function of frequency and amplitude will be read out from
the FVII Instrument data output. 	 Ali
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6. COtdI'ftESSOH TIb4: CONSTAVr CALMRATION
[AI	 A.	 Purpose- -To calibrate the phase shift of signals through the
compressors (for radio source direction finding corrections).
B. Location and Configuration- -The Clean Room environment will be
sufficient for this test as the W.agentic Sensors will be bypassed. The
test does not require e► fully configured spacecraft but only the ess-
ential subsystems: data handling, power, etc.
C. Special Equipment Needed--Will be furnished by Iowa.
D. Special Timing Signals Needed- -k►e wsll require a Nadir pulse
to our ACE and to the S/C to simulate optical aspect data ( this pulse
must be at as the S/C spin rate but not an exact multipla of any tele-
metry clock rate).
E. Procedure--The input signal to the experiment will be AM
mcdulated by c sine wave derived fr.)m the. sun pulse and uniquely
correlated to it (say the signal trinimum occurs at sector 0). Plotting
the compressor output against sector will then: give the phase shift
of the cororesnors. This test should req uirc• :b4 hr. exclusive of
setup and check out.
F. Frequency--The test should be run 2 separate times for compari-
son and accuracy check. The test will take 4 hours.
Dr. Helliwell ' s group at Stanford may also require special	 ,-
i
testing for the LWR but such test requirements will be supplied and
supported by them and do noL appear in this document.	 3 ''I
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